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Any person deeming himself aggrieved by this Order may appeal against thrs Orcler to
the Customs, Excise and Service Tax Appellate Tribunal, Ahmedabad Bench wrthrr
three months from the date of its communication. The appeal must be adoressed to the
Assistant Registrar, Customs, Excise and Service Tax Appellate Tribunal 2n0 Floor
Bahumali Bhavan, Nr. Girdhar Nagar Bridge, Girdhar Nagar, Asarwa. Ahmedabad 380004
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a.

A.3 lt shall be signed by the persons specifred
in sub-rule (2) of Rule 3 of the Customs (Appeals) Rules 1982 lt shall i:e fri;c 'r
quadruplicate and shall be accompanied by an equal number of copies of the order
The Appeal should be filed in Form No. C

appealed against (one of which at least shall be certified copy) All suoportrng docurnents
of the appeal should be forwarded in quadruplicate.
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a. The Appeal including the statement of facts and the grounds of appeal shall be filed in
quadruplicate and shall be accompanied by an equal number of copies of the order
appealed against (one of which at least shall be a certified copy.)
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The form of appeal shall be in English or Hindi and should be set forth concisely and
under distinct heads of the grounds of appeals without any argument or narrative and
such grounds should be numbered consecutively.
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The prescribed fee under the provisions of Section 129A of the Customs Act,1962 shall
be paid through a crossed demand draft, in favour of the Assistant Registrar of the
Bench of the Tribunal, of a branch of any Nationalized Bank located at the place where
the Bench is situated and the demand draft shall be attached to the form of appeal.
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An appeal against this order shall lie before the Tribunal on payment ol 7.5o/o of the duty
demanded where duty or duty and penalty are in dispute, or penalty, where penalty
alone is in d ispute".
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The copy of this order attached therein should bear an appropriate court fee stamp as
prescribed under the Court Fees Act, 1870.

Sub

Show Cause Notice No.Vlll/10-08/Pr.Commr/O&A./2017 dated 11.3.2019 issued by
the Principal Commissioner, Customs,Ahmedabad to (i) Shri. Huzefa Khuzem Mamuwala (ii)
Shri Shabbir Ranijiwala (iii) Shri. Nirav Patel and (iv) Shri. Karan Katyal

F. No.
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BRIEF FACTS OF THE CASE:

Shri Huzefa Khuzem Mamuwala, residing at 403, Maria Mansion, 4th Floor,
Begampura, Surat (hereinafter also referred to as Huzefa/Mamuwala) had arrived at
Sardar Vallabhai

Patel lnternational Airport, Ahmedabad (SVPI Airport for short)

by

Qatar Airlines flight No. QR 534 from Doha to Ahmedabad on 02.11 2015 On checking

the Customs Declaration Form it was seen that he had not declared any dutiable goods,

gold jewellery or gold in any form, mobile phones. liquor etc. After he cleared his
baggage from the screening machine and was leaving the custonrs area. he was

stopped by the Customs Officer and was asked whether he was carrying any
contraband or dutiable goods in his baggage but he denied.

1.1

Thereafter, in the presence of panchas, Huzefa was asked to pass through the

Door Frame Metal Detector (DFMD) installed in the anival hall of SVPI Airport wherein
presence of metallic substance in the middle and lower part of his body was detected.

The personal search

of

Huzefa was done which resulted in recovery of 10 gold bars-

each of 10 tolas (four gold bars in the socks and six gold bars in the trouser pockets)
having the markings'PAMP-SUISSE 10 TOLAS 999.0- PAMP ESSAYEUR FONDEUR"

and totally weighing 1166.700 gms. On being asked, Huzefa stated that the said gold
was purchased by him on 26.10.2015 for 1,58,400/- Riyals for which he could not
produce any bill. On further inquiry, Huzefa informed that a hand baggage and a small
Qatar Duty free carry bag containing 14 bottles of Foreign Liquor (various brands) were
handed over by him to one person, namely, Shri Nirav Patel, Cargo Operation Agent of
Qatar Airways at Gate No.6 of Terminal-2. lt was further informed by him that he had
brought an Apple l-phone 65+ 64GB Rose Gold serial

no

SC3SQGMMCGRX5 also for

3799 Qatari Riyals.

1.2

Gold bars brought

by

Huzefa were tested by a Government Approved Valuer

who confirmed that the same were made up of pure gold and also certified that the 10
gold bars of 10 tolas each, having purity of 999.0 and totally weighing 1 166.700 gms
were valued al Rs.

,24,422l- (Rupees Thirty One Lakhs Twenty Four Thousand Four

31

Hundred Twenty Two

only) (Local Market Value) and tariff value of Rs

28,43,364/-

(Rupees Twenty Eight Lakhs Forty Three Thousand Three Hundred Sixty Four only).

The gold bars weighing 1 166.700 gms were placed under seizure vide panchnama
dated 02.1 '1 .201 5 under the reasonable belief that the same are liable for conf iscation
under the provisions of the Customs Act, 1962.

1.3

Since, Huzefa informed that he handed over hand baggage and small Quarter

duty free carry bag
registration

No

to Nirav Patel, search

of

Nirav Patel and his vehicle bearng

GJ-1-HS 6203 parked near the Exit toll gate of the Terminal-2, SVPI

Airport, Ahmedabad was carried out under panchnama dated 02.11 2015 whrch

F. No.
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resulted in the recovery of 14 bottles of Foreign Liquor of various brands. All the 14
bottles of foreign liquor were seized under the panchnama dated 02.11.2015

1.4

The following documents/Articles were withdrawn from

Huzefa and Nirav

Patel

during panchnama proceedings dated 02.11 .2015 for further investigation -

a.
b.

Passport No. 224877 58 issued in the name

d.
e.

Photocopy of Driving License issued by Ministry of Traffic Department, Qatar

of Huzefa.
Customs Declaration form dated 02.11.2015 of Huzefa.
c. Boarding pass of QR 534 with seat 108 of Huzefa.
Photocopy

of ld Card, issued by General Director of Border Passport &

Expatriate Affairs.

f.

Photocopy of card issued by Qatar Airways.

g. Samsung Mobile Phone Model 54 having lMEl No. 358672055494375101
and SIM card ofVodafone No. 9820732145, belonging to Huzefa

h.

Samsung Mobile Phone Grand 2 having lI\/lEl

No

3532030663620241A1 and

353202066362026/0'1 and SIM card of Vodafone No.922771007 7. belongrng

to

i.

Nirav Patel.

Qatar Duty Free Sales Receipt Txn No. 444491093887 dated 01.11.2015
issued in the name

j.

of

Huzefa.

Apple i-phone 65 +64G8 RoseGold serial no. SC3SQGMMCGRXS with
lnvoice Receipt No.51/23319 dated 01.11 2015

1.5

of

Lulu, Doha

Statement of Huzefa was recorded under Section 1 08 of the Customs Act,1 962

wherein

he

admitted to smuggling of '10 gold bars totally weighing 1166.700 grams. 14

bottles of foreign alcoholic liquor and one Apple iphone 6; also admitted havrng brought

one gold bar of 1 0 tolas on 05th Aug.201 5, 3 gold bars of 10 tolas each on 1 2th Sept.

2015; and 2 gold bars of 10 tolas each on 7th Oct.2015. Huzefa did not declare 10
Gold bars of 1166.700 gms of foreign marking, 01 new l-phone and 14 sealed Bottles of

foreign liquor before lndian Customs at SVPI Airport, Ahmedabad on his arrival on
02.11.2015 with intent to clear the said qoods without pavment of appropriate Customs

dutv leviable on them, hence the same were placed under seizure. For his acts of
violation of varrous provisions of the Customs Act, 1962 and the Foreagn Trade Policy,

formulated under Section

5 of the Foreign Trade (Development and

Regulation)

Act,1992, Huzefa was arrested on 03.11.2015 and produced before the Additional
Chief Metropolitan Magistrate, Ahmedabad, who released him on conditional bail.

1.6

Two mobile phones being used by Huzefa and Nirav Patel were found to contarn

important data in the form of call details, chats, messages, e-mails and other files which

would be helpful in further investigation of the case. The mobile phones withdrawn
under Panchnama dated 02j1.2015, were sent to Directorate of Forensic Sciences,
2

If. No. VlII110-0tl/[)r.Commr.iO&-,\ ]01

Gandhinagar vide letter F.No. Vlll/10-60lAlU12015 daled 22.12.2015

for

7

detailed

scrutiny, examination and extraction of the data. The Directorate of Forensic Scrences.
Gandhinagar (DFS) vide Report No. DFS/EE/2015/CF/710 dated 02.04.2016 forwarded
29.6 GB of data comprising of 126 'files, 1542 folders which contains Call logs, various
Chats, Contact details, e-mails, locations, notes, SMS messages, audio and video files,

images and documents contained in the Mobile phones of Shri Huzefa and Shri Nirav

Patel. Due to the recovery of exhaustive data from the Mobile phones

of

Huzefa and

Nirav Patel the inquiry could not be completed within the stipulated period of 180 days

of booking the case/seizure of the smuggled goods and therefore the Principal
Commissioner of Customs, Ahmedabad vide Order-ln-Original No.
02lPr.Commr/O &N2016 dtd.2910412016 extended the time period for issuance of show

cause notice was or a further period of six months from 01/05/2016 in terms of the
proviso to Section 110 (2) read with Section 124 of the Customs Act, 1962.

1.7

Show Cause Notice F. No. Vlll/10-56/SVPIA/O&A/2016 dtd.1B.'10.2016 was

issued in respect of the goods placed under seizure on 0211112015 to Huzefa and
other three noticees viz. Shabbir Ranijiwala, Nirav Patel and Karan Katiyal. Show
Cause Notice dated 18.10.2016 referred to above was adjudicated by the Additional

Commissioner

of

Customs,Ahmedabad

vrde Order-ln-Original No

04/ADC-

MSC/SVPIA/O&A/2018-19 dated 04.06.18 who ordered absolute confiscation

of

10

Gold bar, 12 bottles of liquor, l-phone mobile and imposed penalty under Section
112(a) & (b) and under section

1

14AA of Customs Act, 1962. Penalty was also tmposed

on other noticees viz. Shabbir Ranijiwala, Nirav Patel and Karan Katiyal under Section
112(a) & (b) of Customs Act, 1 962

2.

Ahmedabad Customs conducted investigation for smuggling activities of Huzefa

done in the past and statements of Shri Huzefa was again recorded on 19/01/2016
wherein he, inter-alia, stated that:

;

On arrival atAhmedabad Airport on 02.11.2015 he had called Shri Solanki,
Customs Officer, and requested him for early clearance of his baggage as he
had to reach Surat early.

i

The mobile no. of Shri Solanki was sent to him by Shri Vickr, Customs officer

on his mobile on the midnighl o't 1-211112015. He knew Shri Vicki who was
earlier posted at lnternational Airport, Ahmedabad, through Nirav Patel, his
friend and colleague of Qatar Airways.

.

At the time of screening his hand baggage on Screen No.1 , he was instructed
by the officer on the screen to go to the counter and pay the Customs duty on

the excess liquor. Shri Solanki also asked him to do the same even then he
did not pay the duty and handed over the liquor to Nirav Patel waiting at Gate
No.6.
J
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No one had helped him and he himself pushed the trolley through Gate No 6

He had brought 45 liquor bottles 21 bottles of Vat69 and 24 bottles of Red
Label in excess of the permissible limit in his earlier visits.

2.1

Another statement of Shri Huzefa was recorded under Section 108 of the
Customs Act, 1 962 on 06/05/201 6 wherein he stated that:

i

Passport No. F61 14291 was issued to him by RPO, Mumbai on 18.01.2006
which was valid upto 17.01.2016 and the same was cancelled on 25.02.2014
after which he got the current passport No. 22487758 issued by Embassy of

lndia, Doha on 25.02.2014 having validity upto 24.02.2024.

i
SL.

the details of his arrival from Doha were as below:

PASSPORT

FLIGHT

DATE

EMBARK.

OF

PAX

PNR NO.

NO.

ARRIVAL

DISEMBARK PORT

611 4291

QR-282

21.03.2013

Doha- Ahmedabad

4NA4 KK

PAX

2

F6114291

QR-200

05 05 2013

Doha- tt/umbai

20RN36

PAX

3

F6114291

QR-516

28.10.2013

Doha- Cochrn

CREW

CREW

4

F6114291

QR-556

07

.11.2013

Doha-Bombay

TWXFOC

PAX

5

F6114291

oR-556

02.01.2014

Doha-Bombay

3IX2GA

PAX

6

F6114291

QR-556

01

Doha-Bombay

2MDVJZ

PAX

7

F6114291

oR-528

15 02.2014

Doha- Chennai

8

F6114291

oR-534

17 02.2014

Doha-Ahmedabad

fcnew
7JD2HO PAX

I

F6114291

oR-528

27.02 2014

Doha- Chennai

CREW

10

F6114291

QR-534

02.03.2014

Doha-Ahmedabad

5UHXGV

NO.

NO.

1

F

.02.2014

I

I

TYPE

l

CREW

CREW
PAX

_rcREW

11

F6114291

QR-528

06 03 2014

Doha- Chennai

CREW

12

F6114291

QR-556

10 03 2014

Doha-Bombay

4RT4bX

13

F6114291

QR-528

25 03.2014

Doha- Chennai

CREW

CREW

14

F6114291

QR-534

13 04.2014

Doha-Ahmedabad

32EB9t

PAX

t)

F6114291

oR-564

07.05.2014

Doha- Delhi

CREW

CREW

It)

F6114291

oR-534

22.06 2014

Doha-Ahmedabad

SARRRG

PAX

17

F6114291

QR-506

28.06.2014

Doha- Trivandrum

CREW

CREW

18

F6114291

QR-534

20.08.2014

Doha-Ahmedabad

Z5D\T/VO

PAX

19
20

F6114291

QR-534

28.08 2014

Doha-Ahmedabad

2CTEA3

F6114291

QR-534

16.09.2014

Doha-Ahmedabad

3GDRYF

P AX

21

F6114291

QR-534

26 10.2014

Doha-Ahmedabad

5HL3D5

PAX

22

22487758

QR-534

09.05 2014

Doha-Ahmedabad

5K2VHC

PAX

23

22487758

QR-534

10 06 2014

Doha-Ahmedabad

7KN8NA

24

22487758

QR-534

29.O7.2014

Doha-Ahmedabad

25

22487758

QR-534

06 08 2014

Doha-Ahmedabad ZISWKW

PAX

26

22487758

QR-534

18 11 2014

Doha-Ahmedabad

6GNJ5P

PAX

27

22487758

oR-534

23.O1.2015

Doha-Ahmedabad

SIMO6YO

PAX

ZO

22487758

QR-534

05.02.2015

Doha-Ahmedabad

Y6E2X7

+

-

F---

PAX

|*r

-[cnx
t__
Y55F6A PAX

rpnx

-

[.

No. VIIl,'10-08,tPr.(]onrnrr..'O&.\

l0l

29

22487758

QR-534

01.03.2015

Doha-Ahmedabad

Z QZD6V PAX

30

22487758

QR-534

24.03 2015

Doha-Ahmedabad

3ELEHT

PAX

31

22487758

QR-534

06 04 2015

Doha-Ahmedabad

3ZVEBZ

PAX

32

22487758

QR-534

'1s 05.201 5

Doha-Ahmedabad

sSOJIL

33

22487758

QR-556

25.05.2015

Doha-Bombay

CREW

CREW

34

22487758

QR-534

30.05.2015

Doha-Ahmedabad

7NG8M3

PAX

35

22487758

QR-534

27 06.2015

Doha-Ahmedabad

73R82G

PAX

36

22447 7 58

QR-534

03.07.2015

Doha-Ahmedabad

8BI5KV

PAX

37

22487758

QR-534

31.O7.2015

Doha-Ahmedabad

YOK3TU

PAX

JO

22487758

oR-534

19 08 201s

Doha-Ahmedabad

ZPWGzK

PAX

?o

22487758

QR-534

02 09.2015

Doha-Ahmedabad

2CA12W

PAX

40

22487758

QR-534

12 09 2015

Doha-Ahmedabad

2XBZCN

PAX

41

22487758

oR-s34

21.09.2015

Doha-Ahmedabad

ZYTR6X

PAX

22487758

QR-534

43

22487758

oR-534

44

22487758

QR-534

l
1

oz ro zors

Doha-Ahmedabad

17 10.2015
02.11.2015

i.

I PAX

----+-----

3SWWT

PAX

Doha-Ahmedabad

4066BW

PAX

Doha-Ahmedabad

5IAVR5

PAX

During the recording of his statement he was shown

7

;

the reports of the Exhibit No. 1 contained in 7 CDs of Exhibit Annexure
No. A, A-1 , A-2 and Exhibit No. 2 contained in 2 CDs of Exhibit Annexure

No. B-1, B-2 forwarded by DFS, Gandhinagar vide letter Case No. DFSEE-201 s-CF -7 1 0 dated 01 .04.201 6;

ii.

the printout of the reports from DFS, Gandhinagar of Exhibit No. 1

(r.e.

SM-GT-|9506 Galaxy 54 having lMEl No. 358672055494375) in hard copy

as well as in soft copy i.e. the CDs were displayed on the monitor of the
computer installed in the office of the Air lntelligence Unat, SVPI Airport,
Ahmedabad;

iii. the whatsapp.net conversation from 08.04.2014 to 02.11.2015 from his
mobile phone No. 97433170656 with Shri Shabbir Rani.liwala (his fathe|
on his phone No.7567038830 and vice-versa which was held between
him and Shri Shabbir Ranijiwala (his fatheO;

iv. printout of the reports from DFS, Gandhinagar

of

Exhibit No. 2 (i.e. SM-

G7102 Galaxy Grand 2 having lMEl No. 353202066362026) in hard copy
as well as in soft copy i.e. the CDs were displayed on the monitor of the
computer installed in the office of the Air Intelligence Unit. SVPI Airport,
Ahmedabad;

v.

whatsapp.net conversation from his mobile phone No. 97433170656 with
Nirav Patel on

his phone No.9227710077 and vice-versa which was

between him and Shri Nirav Patel;

5

held
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ln conversations dated 02.11.2015 between him and his dad, he informed his

dad that he was caught by Customs alongwith all 10 gold bars and his dad
instructed him to delete all his messages and advised him to find a way out.

}

Regarding the response of his dad to text sent by him on 20 04.2014 i e
"Don't forget to coordinate with Nirav and also get his stuff so that thngs
become more easy", he stated that the "stuff'referred to could be related to
Alcohol bottles for Nirav Patel. Regarding the text "things become more easy"

he stated that the same was for speedy clearance at lmmigration

and

Customs by Nirav Patel;

>

He did not remember the context of the chats conversation dated 25 04.2014

with his Dad regarding the deal and various transactions "total

21 10020

@3015 ", "Got5K $ @62.10=310500", 17000@62.15=10s6550 "Batance
11K tomorrow 683650' , "balance remaining 59320", "Do you want me to
make the bal. more so I will reduce $ tomorrow";

>

He did not remember the context of the chats conversation did.28.04.2014.
"Don't tell him about the lndian rupees. just tell him about the 33000 usd.

.

"Give me his schedule ", "Today's rate is 3050";

L

the word 'Stuff in the chat conversation dated 02.05.2014 with his Dad
regarding Altaf's arrival status and customs clearance, could be for a new
mobile phone he brought;

;

ln the chat conversations dated 17.05.2014 with his dad. he and his father
decided to use other words for the stuff in their future conversations. They
thought a word for G and $, G was for bull and $ was for bear,

z

his question to dad "how many bulls to buy", dad replied 'normal like last

time, howz the rate" and he replied 'hot yet checked", B is

fine

dad

confirmed "7", was for bulls of the gulf market;

>

the chat conversations dated 21.05.2014 with his dad, regarding lkhlak s rtgs
details, activation of e stock account and weight of 1 16 or 1 16

6,

related to

the fact that his dad was to send him details of lkhlak's rtgs for transfer of
money for activation of his e-stock account and the weight 'l 16 or

11

6.1 was

for 10 tolas. Shri Vishal is a share broker in Surat and his dad's friend residing
at Surat;

> He did not remember the details of Conversations

dated

21

.05 2014.

regarding lndian Rupees 2450000, Rs. 2338632, Rs. 39000 and Rs.37598,

i

he could'nt recollect the quantity of bulls he brought in the conversations
dated 12.06.2014 "we brought the bulls as well",

)

Nirav informed him that there was no setting with the customs and that He did
not remember the number of bottles he had brought nor did he remember the

context of camouflage in

Casloms seffrng, lf's

a

the

conversations dated 22.06.2014

different batch", "customs cleared
(,

i.e

"but no

but still

inside
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airport, waiting for Nirav to collect his boftles", "Ok Ailah no shukr garib nawaz

no karam"

,

"tell Tasnim to come upto your bogie as

it

would be good

camouflage while coming out."

!

pieces of bulls instead of '10 as intended @600 riyals per piece
which was reflected in the chat conversations dated 25.06.2014 with his dad.

}

ln his chats dated 09.07.2014 with his dad, he mentioned that Altaf had a

he brought

I

feeling that Nirav had a doubt because they were talking about smuggling in
front of him. Then his dad replied he might be talking in general, how does
Altaf feel that he was referring a particular person. It was just a feeling, to see
if he knows or not.

}

Hischatsdaled24.07.20'14withhisdadi.e,"Gotthebulls"."4B90"."100 less
than last time", "it was perfect timing actually........ cos in have been
monitoring the market over there for 10 days and today was the best day

)

.

was regarding the purchase of bulls @4890 riyals whrch was 100 riyals less
than last time.
His chat conversations dated 15.09.2014 with his dad i.e 'At airport", 'They

have caught me", "Now he's calling his supervisor', "Be calm and reply
casually", "l informed Hazrat, he said don't worry", 'Be calm and cool

,

'ls it

ovef', "just over'', "they took all the details of the flight", "ls it safe to come",
"what did they ask", " they made me fill a customs disclosure form", "will the
form be reflected in lndian airpoft", "no", werc when he was caught by airport
security for carrying excess liquor of approx 4 bottles.

2.2

Another Statement

of Shri Huzefa

Khuzem Mamuwala was recorded on

1410512016 under Section 108 of the Custom Act, 1962 . While recording his statement

he was shown a copy of documenVcertificate dated 01 .11.2015 signed by

Mr.

Sulthan

Akbar Mukrampadi, certifying that he, Mr. Sulthan Akbar Mukrampadi, Qatari lD.
28135636154, had given a friendly loan of 100,000 Qatari Riyals to Mr. Huzefa Khuzem
Mamuwala Qatari lD. 28435638075. After seenin it he stated that he had gone to buy 7

pieces of 10 tolas 24

carat gold valued at

'1

1

0,880 Qatari Riyals from the Alfardan

Exchange Co. LLC Bank, Najma Branch, Doha on 01 .11.2O15, and to show the source

of his income to Bank, he had submitted this certtficate from [/lr Sultan

Akbar

Mukrampadi alongwith his bank statement. He actually did not get the said loan fron.r

Mr. Sultan Akbar Mukrampadi, it was only a paper transaction. Mobin's mobile No was
0097450395292. Huzefa further stated that

;

dated 05.10.2014 with his dad i e "Nol yet recd
confirmation from hazrat" "ok" "so shall I buy 100 grams 12pcs"'Upto what time
can u buy" "one hl'"l am in bank" "Whats ratw diff between the two -3920 "n

z his chat conversations

means the bigget one will be 4572" and conversations dated 06.10.2014 with my
7
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dad "Mkt up 1202" "l got only 6" "out of stock" "on my way to drop altaf to airpoft'
"hes coming in bandra bhuj exp. 1000" "total 6??"

,

referred to

Hazrat

therr

Guru from whom the got opinion for their travel and any other work. he had an
advice from his dad to purchase 10 pieces of 100 grams bulls from the bank

}

his chat conversations dated 14.'10.2014 with his dad

i.e

"Cos I need to book

accordingly" "R u mad? See fhe time" " lhave 25 lacks cash" "ok 25+14 with me"
" 25

including the 7 lacks with u" 'remaining 7 is altafs" "he was willing to give me

S lacks

but hes getting married in dec" "so he needs the cash" "out of 25 lacks

will have to keep atleast 1 5 lacks for my stuff' " so I am left with 10 cash

'

I

'Nish

can give me 6" " so total 16" "so we will have to take bank loan" "Safely even if

we assume 40 then too we will need aroind 25 more" "can we like give hin 10
lacks immediately and 5 lacks every month there aftee" "and 5 every month aftef'
"by may we can pay him" referred to 25 lacs cash with him in Doha, 14 lacs with

his dad, out of which 7 lacs belonged to Altaf. Out of 25 lacs, he had to keep 15

lacs for buying the stuff. The money was being arranged for buying a house

rn

Surat.

>

his chat conversations dated 01.12.2014 with his dad,i.e "/ am planning to come

to amd then Surat. Drop the stuff n leave for Mumbai for altaf's wedding. Come
back to surat after a couple of days. N back to amd n doha.", referred

lo

was

planning, he could not fly due to non availability of flight and hence could not
bring the stuff.

i

his chat conversations dated 06.01.2015 ,19.01.2015 and 21 .01 .2015 with his
dad, "lndian market down 900 points", "l know", "Maikos mkt is at 10 months
low", "l am only concerned abt gpld marker right now". "l thnk it cud go upto
1220 to 1225", "Wow", "Ok if u say soo, I will

wait", I doubt if it cud go up front

here", "Whats rate per piece", "4850", "l brought 9", referred to

about the word gold market. The figures 1220

lo

the

drscussron

1225 related to gold

s

international rate and that he would wait to kade in gold and share

>

he had a trading account in Surat for trading in shares and commodities. Nerther
he nor his dad had any trading account commodity or shares abroad. He traded

from his friend's account in Doha , his name is Mr. Al Akbar Jafni. a Qatari
citizen. He traded in lnternational share market and the gold commodity through
Mr. Al Akbar Jafni by telephonic conversation and pard or received the difference

weekly. The rate 4850 related to 9 bottles of alcohol in lndian rupees:

-

the chat conversations dated 21.03.2015 with his dad

r.e

'Nira v

is forcing me to

come to amd on 23rd cos he wants bottles for cusloms commissioner He said

f

we help him we will have no problems in future. Cos the custorns commission
sons wedding is on Sth April. He said come even for a day

if

possible. And he

said that fhe customs commissioner is gonna be for a year.", referred to the fact

that Shri Nirav Patel was forcing him to bring 20 alcohol bottles for the Customs
8
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Commissioner and that there was the marriage of the Commissioner s son on 5th

April 2015;

z

the chat conversations dated 04.04.20'15 with his dad

i.e

"/ have to go to buy the

bulls also. Have to go to bank.", referred to the fact that he had gone to the Ai
Meera Bank, Najma, Doha to buy the bulls;

;

The chat conversations dated 06.04.2015 with his dad i.e "l have too many
bottles" "For kundan" "U didnT give it to karan" ''Then be careful on the slatton
too" "lt shdnt be a problem as normally people coming from abroad do carry
more bottles" "Main concern is bul/s rest ls not so important' 'yaa. That s on
myself .", referred

to

'10 liquor bottles brought by him of

which 2 were handed

over to Shri Karan Katyal, ground staff of Qatar Airways, at SVPI Airport
Ahmedabad as Shri Karan Katyal facilitated him in immigration and got screened
his handbag of liquor bottles and remaining B liquor bottles were handed over to

Shri Kundan Ravindrakumar Patel,

R/o

Surat, 27, Amarkunj Society, Gordhor

Road, Surat (mobile No. is 9825133011). He had not paid any customs duty on
that liquor bottles and that he had brought bulls on that day also;

!

The chat conversation dated 08.05.2015 with his dad i.e "Have u deposted the
money" "No" "lf I deposit money I will have to buy a biscull /ess. " referred to the
fact that his dad asked him to deposit the money in his(Huzefa) HDFC Account
but he denied. lf he deposited the same he would have bought one gold biscuit
less. The said gold was for his sister residing at Dubai,

z

The chat conversations dated 15.06.2015 and 16 06.2015,

1B 06

2015 wrth

hrs

dad i.e "Nirav has asked for 2 tvs and 15 bottles of daru for my next trip 'he
wants me to buy it, so confirm when where u can", "hazrat will tell only 4/5 days
before ur trip", "l think u shud buy only one tv and keep one for next trip as its
good buffef', "but I think Saturday mkts r close', 'so call vishal tomo n check

,

"vishal said we can trade on saturday", "nirav called he wants 2 tvs and 1 mobile
phone n 20 bottles", "make excuse before u board from doha that u cudnt get 2

,

'lhis will secure ur next trip", referred to the fact that Nirav had asked him to
bring 2 tvs and 15 bottles but his dad asked him to buy only 1tv as it would be a

good buffer. He also asked his dad to inquire from Vishal whether the markets
were closed on Saturday to which his dad said that Vishal said they can trade on
Saturday;

)> He had not traded any time in share market. He was not sure whether his father
and mother also had any trading account for shares. Nirav had asked for 2 tvs,

1

mobile phone,2O bottles. To this his dad asked him to make excuse that he
couldn't buy 2 tvs as this would secure his next trip;

,.

The chat conversations dated 01.07.2015 with his dad i e dld u buy tltat stttff',

.

ya did everything in 1 day", "same rate", "l got this laptop for cusloms', 'lfs
amazing", "around 54000 in/', "thinking of getting it for u", referred to the fact that
9
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he bought everything including stuff (same rate as previous) and laptop for
Rs.54000/- and gave that laptop to Shri Nirav Patel for which he paid him
Rs.540001 in cash;

)

The chat conversations dated 11.07.2015, 13.07.2015, 14.07 2015, 1507 2015
with his dad i.e 'hr, should I buy 2 pieces", "ok", "Don't buy anything now as ils
.again 1165", "1 156", "shall lbuy tomo", "buy half the quantity if rates remarn
subdued like today", "k", "bought", "yes 4380", 'good", were only conversation to
buy 2 pieces in 1 165 and 1 156 USD;

>

The chat conversations dated '19.07.2015 with his dad

i.e

"zainabs flight has
landed", "did she bring bulls", "no", "atleast I have not told hel', "arre yaar", "her
trip would have been free ", mentioned that his sister Zainab who was residing at
Dubai

had

told him that she wanted to bring gold Jewellery on her arrival to

Mumbai wherein he advised her that she might bring some Jewellery as she was
coming to lndia after

a

stay of one year, but she did not bring any bulls i,e. gold

jewellery;

>

he did not remember whether he brought any Television Sets, further he bought

10 bulls @ 1103 USD referred in the chat conversations daled 2407 2015,
25.07.2015,27.07.2015,28.07.2015withhisdadi.e "Niravhasaskedfortv',"he
was saying he didn't have setting", "l brought 2 tvs yesterday for nirav', "good',
"did u buy", "yes. Total 10", " why not 11", "just like that", "what do u mean by
that", "its 1095 now", "what rate u bought", "1103", "4185",

)

The chat conversations dated 18.08.2015 and 19.08.2015 with his dad

i.e Honr

many?", "10", "k", "Give me the rate",'Ok, did u speak to hazrat', "Yes". "Vishal
a/so has ready", "Tasnim wants one for herself', "ok". "But total not more then
10", "4235", "ok", "l am in aircraft", "Good Allah Muhafiz", "Landed" 'ok Allah

"l

don't think there must be much security", Done?',
"Phewvwvw", "l am out", "Allah no shukr Garib Nawaz r.a. na karant', Why
phewwww', "Was it difficult", "lt looked impossible", "why", "l will come n tell",
Muhafiz", "Relax",

I was fataod", "u r

more

" u shud know that lam

more

"was anything serious", "Noo", "Ok", "Not really", "But

dependant on nirav then Hazrat and me",

concerned abt u then ur ownself', "l try to see that nothing untoward happens to

u anytime anywhere", "l know that", "wake me up anytime but before that take
rates from vishal", "confirming with him soon is more imp bcoz halwawala is no
problem", "k" "1125", referred to the fact that he brought 10 @ 4235 and his srster
Tasnim wanted one TV for herself. Shri Vishal is a jeweller at Surat

2.3

During the course

(hereinafter referred
161512016 under

of

investigation, statement

of Shri Shabbir Ranijiwala

to as Shabbir/Ranijiwala), Father of Huzefa was recorded

Section 108 of the Customs Act, 1 962 wherein he stated that:

l0

on
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he was not working and living a retired life. Previously, i.e. before 20 years he

had an engineering business manufacturing pipe wending machine parts at
Ballard Estate, Mumbai. His contact no. was 7567038830 and he did not have
any other phone. He did not have a Passport currently.

Huzefa his fourth child was working in QATAR Airways at Doha, as a Crew for
last 3 and half years. He was not the biological father of his four children. His son
Huzefa earned around Rs. 2 lakhs per month. Previously he was working wrth Jet

Airways, Mumbai for around 6-7 years. His contact Nos. were 09820732145
(Vodafone) and +97433170656

(Qtel). They shifted to Surat in 2014 from

Mumbai.
2.3.1

i

During recording of his statement, Ranijiwala was shown

;

The reports of the Exhibit No. 1 contained in 7 CDs of Exhibit Annexure No A, A1, A-2 and Exhibit No. 2 contained in 2 CDs of Exhibit Annexure

No

B-1, B-2

vide Case No. DFS-EE-2015-CF-7'10 forwarded by DFS, Gandhrnagar received
under letter dated 01.04.2016 were shown to him.

I

The printout of the reports from DFS, Gandhinagar of the Exhibit No. 1 (i

e

SM-

GT-i9506 Galaxy 54 having lMEl No. 358672055494375) in hard copy as well as
in soft copy l.e. the CDs were displayed on the monitor of the computer installed

in the office of the Air lntelligence Unit, SVPI Airport, Ahmedabad, all

the

documents were shown to him.

The whatsapp.net conversation from 08.04.2014 to 02.11.2015 from his mobile
phone No.7567038830 with Shri Huzefa on his phone No.97433'170656 and
vice-versa were held between him and Shri Huzefa (his Son).

The printout of the reports from DFS, Gandhinagar of the Exhibit No 2 (i.e. SM-

G7102Galary Grand 2 having lMEl No. 353202066362026) in hard copy as well

as in soft copy i.e. the CDs were displayed on the monitor of the computer
installed in the office of the Air lntelligence Unit, SVPI Airport, Ahmedabad, all
these documents were shown to him.
2.3.2 After going through the same, he stated that

the chat conversations dated 01

11 2015

;

&

02.11 2015

with his son i e

'/rt

aircraft", "Done??", "Got caught", "All 10", "How dont telk me", 'lam worried give

me updats", "Bags", "Find a wsy out', "Delete all my msgs", mentioned that his
son Huzefa informed him that through Whatsapp.net messages on 02 11.2015 al
2.38 am that he got caught, all '10 gold bars were recovered by the customs He
advised him to find a way out by paying duty and to delete all his messages

The reason he had asked him to delete all his messages was personal
conversation between him and his son on family and business advice hence he
didn't want it to be disclosed to anyone else.

II

|.

z
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The chat conversations dated 15.09.20'14 with his son

i.e

I7

'At airpoft' , 'They

have caught me", "Now he's calling his supeNisol', "Be calm and reply casually",

"l informed Hazrat, he said don't worry", "Be calm and cool", 'ls it ove/'. just
ovef', "they took all the details of the flight", "ls lt safe to come". "what dtd they
ask", " they made me fill a customs disclosure form", 'will the form be reflected in
lndian airpoft", ?o", refers to his (Huzefa's) checking at the Doha airport, wherein
he was carrying liquor bottles and was caught by Airport authorities. Hazrat was

his spiritual guru based in Allahabad. He had asked Shri Hazrat regarding the
incidence of the Doha Airport wherein Huzefa was caught with lrquor. Shrr Hazrat
advised that there was nothing to worry. He had asked Huzefa whether the Doha

Customs disclosure form need to be shown in the lndian Airport just for his
knowledge.

)

ln the chat conversations dated 15.06.2015 and 16.06.20'15, 18.06.2015 wrth his

i.e

"Nirav has asked for 2 tvs and 1 5 bottles of daru for my next
trip", "he wants me to buy it, so confirm when where u can". "hazrat will tell only

son, Huzefa

4/5 days before ur trip", "l think u shud buy only one tv and keep one for next trip

as lts good buffel', "but I think Saturday mkts r close", "so call vishal tomo n
check", "vishal said we can trade on saturday", "nirav called he wants 2 tvs and

1

mobile phone n 20 bottles", "make excuse before u board from doha that u cudnt

get 2", "this will secure ur next tip", his son informed him that Nirav wanted 2 tvs
and 15 bottles of liquor in his forthcoming trip, so
bring only 1 tv and to keep the

i

2nd

he advised

him that he should

tv for the next trip.

The chat conversations dated 14.10.2014 with his son

i.e

"Cos I need to book

accordingly" "R u mad? See the time" " I have 25 lacks cash" "ok 25+14 with me"
"

25 including the 7 lacks with u" "remaining 7 is altafs" "he was willing to give me

S

lacks but hes getting married in dec" "so he needs the cash" "out of 25 lacks I

will have to keep atleast 15 lacks for my stuff' " so I am left with 10 cash" "Nish

can give me 6" " so total 16" "so we will have to take bank loan" "Safely even if
we assume 40 then too we will need aroind 25 more' "can we like give hint 10
lacks immediately and 5 lacks every month there aftee" "and 5 every month aftel'
"by may we can pay him", pertained to purchase

of

their flat at Surat, and how to

arrange the finances were being discussed between him and his son.

i ln the chat conversations dated 19.08.2015 with his son Mr Huzefa i e
"Landed", "ok Allah Muhafiz", "Relax", "l don't think there must be much security",

"Done?", "Phewww", "l am out", "Allah no shukr Garib Nawaz r.a. na karam',
"Why phewww', "Was it difficult", "lt looked impossible", "why", "l will come n tell",

"was anything serious'l "Noo", "Ok", "Not really", 'But

dependant on nirav then Hazrat and me",

I was fataod",

"Lt

r more

" u shud know that lam

more

concerned abt u then ur ownself', "l try to see that nothing untoward happens to

u anytime anywhere", "l know that", "wake me up anytime bttt before thal take
1l
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rates from vishal", "confiming with him soon is more imp bcoz halwawala is no
problem",

'k'"1125',

he told Shri Huzefa that he was more dependant on Nirav

than Hazrat and him because Shri Nirav was helping him in getting seats in the
aircraft as Shri Huzefa travelled on concessional rate of ticket of alrline staff and
the seats were allotted to staff at the last moment. He was more concerned about

Shri Huzefa then himself because after all he was his father who loved his son
very much.

i

ran his sweet shops and was
also a registered foreign exchange money transfer agent due to which Shri
Shri Vishal and Halwawala were one person who

Huzefa kept checking with him the foreign exchange rates as his salary was

in

foreign currency.

2.4

A Statement of Shri Nirav Patel was recorded on 02.11.2015 under Section 108

of the Customs Act, 1962, wherein he stated that

>

;

Shri Huzefa Khuzem Mamuwala had brought Foreign Liquor several times and
whatever foreign liquor was brought by Shri Hufeza Khuzem Mamuwala, was
distributed between them as per their need.

z

he had got almost 60 bottles for himself and 60 bottles for his friend

and

colleague Shri Karan Katyal, Supervisor of Qatar Airways, Ahmedabad

2.4.1

ln his further statement recorded on 0710112016 Shri Nirav Patel stated that;

i

he had received 46 bottles of Vat 69 and 60 bottles of Red label and the

14

bottles of various brands, as stated in his earlier statement, from Shri Mamuwala
and he paid in cash to him for that liquor.

2.5

ln another statement recorded under Section 108 of the Customs Act. 1962 on

8.4.2016, Shri Karan Katyal, Supervisor of Qatar Airways and working at SVPI Airport,
Ahmedabad stated that;

-

he was show the repo(s of Exhibit No. 1 &

2 in case DFS-EE-2015-CF-710

forwarded by the DFS, Gandhinagar.

i

He also stated that the printout as well as display on the monitor of the computer
installed in the office of the Air lntelligence Unit, SVPI Airport, Ahmedabad; of the

documents No. 61 of the Exhibit No. 2 (i,e. SM-G7102 Galaxy Grand 2) were
shown to him.

i

the whatsapp.net conversation from 13.08.2015 lo 02.11.2015 from his mobile
phone No. 9712821232 to Shri Nirav Patel's (named as OM NAMAH SHIVAY)
phone No. 9227710077 and vice-versa was between him and Shrr Nirav Patel

2.5.1

On being shown the Whatsapp message "Kranavati wala baa raha hai??'

and asked who is the Kranavati wala Shri Karan Katyal stated that he may be Shri Viraj

ll
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Mehta, Karnavati Club. On being asked who is Maulik and what was to be brought
referred to in the Whatsapp message "Bhai aaj maulik ki fmly aa rahi hai". "Who lane

wali hai." "Jus confirm bro.", he stated that Shri Maulik is Qatar Airways Employee
posted at Doha and that he might bring chocolate. On being shown the Whatsapp

message "Mein bhi 8 laya tha passenger pakad ke." and asked which brand and how
many liquor bottles had he brought, he stated that he could not recall at the moment

2.5.2

On being asked who is spice and how much alcohol he had at his home

rn

the context of the Whatsapp message "Aur spice ko Bol Kal mere ghar se leke Jane
ko." "Warna Tu le ja' "Bahut alcohol hai mere ghar." "And can't keep so rnuch. ", Shri
Katyal stated that he could not recall Spice at the moment and that no alcohol was lying

at his home. On being further asked why he had sent the above message if he had not
alcohol at home, he stated that he did not know why he had sent the message

2.5.3

Regarding the Whatsapp message "Bhai tu jaye esse pehla 8 bottls more

kar ni hay is mnth may any how bcus mera instalment ni kal na hay." Shri Katyal stated

that he had not arranged any bottles for Shri Nirav Patel and he was not aware of the
installment. Regarding the message "Tell ki party hai so if poss,b/e khali yeh tym le
aaye." "Haan lekin koi aana chaiye na.", Shri Katyal stated that it was a dinner party and
he had called for food.

2.5.4

On being referred to the message " Usko Bol ke urgent hai isliye." '8 apni

aur 4 uski" "Tell him it's urgent." "aur bhai dusri seting aaya hay " "lf anybody can brrng
hoka from doha than we can make money." 'Lemon 40Kg Oreng. 10 kg Cnenton 6 kg.

,

and asked what did he ask to be brought, what is hoka, when drd he brrng Lemon 40Kg

Oreng. 10 kg Cinemon 6 kg. Shri Katyal stated that Hoka is flavour and he had never
called for any flavor further did not know about 8 apni aur 4 uski.

2.5.5

Shri Karan Katyal was shown the printout

of

26 pages of whatsapp net

conversation from 1 3.08.201 5 to 02.1 1 .201 5 from his mobile phone

No 9712821232 lo

Shri Nirav Patel's phone No. 9227710077 and vice-versa and asked whether he
confirms any text or conversation to be correct. ln this regards he stated that the
conversation held between him and Sh Nirav Patel is not correct except as stated
above.

2.5.6

Shri Karan Katyal was shown the printout of 17 pages of whatsapp.net

conversation from27.07.2014to29.09.2015 from his mobile phone No.9712821232 lo

Huzefa's phone No. 97433170656 and vice-versa and asked whether he confirms any

text or conversation to be correct. he stated that the conversation shown to be heid
between him

and Huzefa was not correct. On being asked whether he knew
l"+

Huzefa.
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a
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colleague for almost 3 years. On being further asked

whether they had any conversation on whatsapp.net, SMS or any other mode, he
answered in the affirmative and stated that he had lastly sent his marriage invitation
card to Huzefa through whatsapp.net

on

his phone No. 97433170656

2.6

The whatsapp messages recovered from the mobile phone of Huzefa were
scrutinized and such scrutiny indicated that he had sold gold to M/s Abhushan
Jewellers during June,2014. The investigation was therefore extended to M/s Abhushan
Jewellers. Statement of Shri. IVlahendra Jain, Director of M/s Abhushan Forex & Jewels

Pvt. Ltd. was recorded under Section 108 of the Customs Act.1962 wherern he
explained the business acivities being carried out by the and stated that
;

.
z
z

he did not know any person named Huzefa khuzem Mamuwala alias Ali
he did not know any person named Shabbir Ranijiwala

in the course of business they get many customsers and they do not know
names of all the customers, neither was it possible to remember each and every
customer by face of name . However, he did not know any person named Huzefa
khuzem Mamuwala alias Ali or Shabbir Ranijiwala

2.6.1 On being asked that Huzefa alias Ali

rn his statement dated 6 5 2016 had stated

that he had sold old jewellery to his (Mahendra Jain's) firm durrng June 2a14 for whrch
he (Huzefa) had received US $ 5180, Shri. Mahendra Jain stated that.

>
,-

he did not agree with the statement of Huzefa
neither he nor his firm had purchased any old jewellery from Huzefa or any other
person

r

as d policy , they do not buy old jewellery from anybody and a notice to this effect
was clearely displayed at the entrance of their show room

2.6.2 On being informed that as per evidences available on record,

H

uzefa had sold

gold bars to his firm M/s Abhushan Jewellers and not old jewellery Shri. Mahendra Jain
stated that

>
i

;

their firm did not deal in gold bullion

they neither purchase nor sell gold bullion rn any form except gold coins upto 10
grams.

2.7

The Government of lndia has restricted import of Gold as well as Gold Jewellery

and the import of gold is governed by RBI regulations issued from time to time At the

relevant time,

as per the provisions of the Baggage (Amendment) Rules,

2006

(Baggage Rule, 1998) read with Sr.No.321 of Noti.No.1212012-Cus did 1710312012. as
amended. Gold could have been imported by an lndian Passenger who was coming to
t5
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lndia after a period of not less than six months of stay abroad (ignoring short visits, tf

any, made during the period of six months, not exceeding 30 days) was allowed to
import gold (including ornaments) not exceeding 1 kg. per passenger, was required to

file declaration with lndian Customs on arrival regarding the dutiable goods being
carried/imported by him/her. This import is permissible subject to the conditron that the
applicable duty @ 10% + Cess is paid in foreign currency.

2.7.1 The investigation revealed that Huzefa based in Qatar was working as a Cabin
Crew with Qatar Airlines and had made 18 visits to lndia during 2015 and it was on
18th visit, he was intercepted and caught with 10 ten tola gold bars, 14 bottles of iorergn
liquor and one high end smartphone. ln 2014, he had visited lndia on 22 occasrons. The

gold smuggled into lndia by Huzefa was required to be examined in light of the
provisions of the Baggage Rules governing import of gold read with the provrstons
Noti. No.'1212012-Cus dtd.17l0312012,

as amended as well as his frequency of visit to

lndia. ln the instant case, Huzefa had on various occasions when he visited lndia
brought gold bars with him which were neither declared to the Customs nor was any
duty paid by him on the same. Therefore, the said provisions permitting import of Gold
by a passenger are not applicable to the gold bars smuggled into lndia by Huzefa

2.8

It appeared from

the

evidences unearthed in the course of the investigations

and contained in the Whatsapp conversations between Huzefa and his father Shabbir
Ranijiwala that the duo had hatched a conspiracy to smuggle in Gold bars into lndia.

For the purpose of smuggling in gold bars they resorted to subterfuge and used the

services

of

Nirav Patel an associate of Huzefa employed with Qatar Airlines at

Ahmedabad. lt appeared

that

Nirav Patel in connivance and association wrth i Karan

Katyal also an employee of Qatar Airlines were indulging in illicit trading of Forergn
liquor smuggled in to lndia
indicate

that

Huzefa

and

by

Huzefa through Ahmedabad Airporl. The evidences also

Shabbir Ranr.liwala took advantage of the requirement of

Nirav Patel for foreign liquor. For facilitating hassle free clearance of the foreign liquor

i

rn

excess of the permissible 2 litres per passenger, Nirav Patel, it appeared, mis-used his

position as an employee of Qatar Airlines at Ahmedabad airport and hoodwinked the
Customs officers for clearance of Huzefa by presenting him as a Crew member of Qatar

Airlines. For ensuring the services

of

Nirav Patel as well

as

Karan Katyal, also an

employee of Qatar Airlines, Huzefa played upon their requirement of Forergn Liquor.
Nirav Patel had in his statement recorded on 0211112015 admitted that they had beerr
dealing

with

and Huzefa had brought 60
Katiyal The facts admitted to by Nirav

Huzefa since April,2014 for foreign liquor

bottles for him (Nirav) and 60 bottles

for

Karan

Patel are also corroborated by the Whatsapp messages exchanged between him and
Huzefa, between him and Karan Katiyal as well as the Whatsapp messages exchanged

between Huzefa and his father Shabbir Ranijiwala.
t6
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lt also appeared that the interception of Huzefa on

02111/20'1

l0l7

5 upon his

arrival inAhmedabadbyQatarAirlinesFlight No.QR534 leadingtorecoveryof

l0ten

tola gold bars, 14 bottles of foreign liquor and one Apple l-phone 65+ 64 GB and his
statement recorded on the spot revealed that the smuggling of Gold bars by Huzefa
have been commenced in 2014 would have continued unabated.

2.8.2

The Whatsapp conversation between Huzefa and his father Shabbir

Ranijiwala as well as between Huzefa and others clearly established that Shri Huzefa
had smuggled in to lndia about 18.14592

kgs

of Gold Bar in the form of 156 bars The

details of the visits of Shri Huzefa to lndia and the quantity of gold bar brought by hrm
which were smuggled in to lndia were worke dout as under :-

S, NO

Date of arrival in lndia

No.of Gold Bars

Total weight of Gold bars (ln Grams)

1

13t0412014

5

583 20

2

09tost2014

7

816 48

3

10t06t2014

7

8'16 48

4

29t07t2014

10

1

166 40

5

06t08t2014

10

1

166 40

6

20t08t2014

10

1

166 40

7

16t09t2014

5

583 20

8

23t01t2015

o

1049.7 6

9

24tO3t2015

4

466 56

10

1510512015

'10

1

166 40

11

30to512015

10

1

166 40

12

27

t06t2015

8

933 12

13

03t07t2015

B

o?? 1,

14

31t07 t2015

10

1

166 40

15

19t08t2015

10

1

166.40

16

02t09t2015

10

1

166 40

17

12t09t2015

9

1049 76

18

21t09t2015

I

1049 76

,10

07 t10t2015

2

ZJJ ZA

2A

17 t1012015

3

300 00

TOTAL

156

I

2.8.3

1

81 45.9 2

The investigation also revealed detailed evidences in the form of the

Whatsapp conversation between Huzefa and his father Shabbir Raniliwala Further. the
weight per gold bar has been taken as 116.64 which is the standard weight of a ten tola

gold bar and the evidences indicated that except for a solitary instance where as per
t7
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evidence gold bars were of 100 gm each, the gold bars smuggled into lndia by Huzefa

were all ten tola bars. The Whatsapp conversations evrdenced gold smuggling in to

lndia on the corresponding dates indicated in the above table were rndicated

jn

Annexure- A attached to the show cause notice issued in this regard. For the sake of
illustration, few such Whatsapp conversations are reproduced hereinbelow. Mobile
number

of

Huzefa was 974-33170656 while that of his father Shabbir Ranijiwala was

91-7567038830.
From

Date

To

& Time

of Text of Message

Message
97433170656@s

917567038830@s

08-04-2014

lam

whatsapp. net

.whatsapp. net Dad

22:43:52(UTC+5:30)

this time

917567038830@

97433170656@s

08-04-2014

What date

s.whatsapp.net

whatsapp. net

22.44:32(Uf C+5.30)

Hazrat accordingly

Dad

Huzefa

917567038830@

97433170656@s

08-04-2014

s.whatsapp.net

whatsapp. net

22:44:58(UTC+5:30)

of item and

Dad

Huzefa

97433170656@s

917567038830@s

08-04-2014

I compared the rates a week

whatsapp.net

.whatsapp. net Dad

22:58:18(UTC+5:30)

back

08-04-2014

There was a profit of 35000

22:58:33(UTC+5:30)

per piece

planning

to bring 6

Huzefa

I

? lwrll

talK

to

Also first compare the rates
$

Huzeta
97a33170656@s

917567038830@s
I

whatsapp.net

.whatsapp. net Dad

Huzefa
08-04-2014

I am comin on 'l 3th a prrl

97433170656@s

917567038830@s

whatsapp.net

.whatsapp. net Dad

22:58.57(UTC+5:30)

917567038830@

97433170656@s

10-04-2014

U want to bring 10 pieces

s.whatsapp.net

whatsapp. net

03:02;46(UTC+5:30)

2?1

Dad

Huzefa

97433170656@s

917567038830@s

10-o4-2014

I dont have funds for 6

whatsapp.net

.whatsapp.net Dad

03:03:04(UTC+5:30)

97433170656@s

917567038830@s

10-o4-2014

whatsapp.net

.whatsapp.net Dad

03r03:24(UTC+5:30)

97433170656@s

917567038830@s

12-04-2014

whatsapp.net

.whatsapp.net Dad

02.39:30(UTC+5:30)

917567038830@

97433'r70656@s

12-04-2014

s.whatsapp.net

whatsapp.net

02:40:01 (UTC+5:30)

Dad

Huzefa

Huzela

Huzefa

I have fundd only for 6

Huzela
Shall I get 5 or 6

Huzefa

l8

As u please

l
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917567038830@

97433170656@s

: 13-04-2014

Hope u have bought that

s.whatsapp.net

whatsapp.net

00:04:04(UTC+5:30)

patels stuff for camouflage

Dad

Huzefa

97433170656@s

917567038830@s

13-04-2014

Yes I did

whatsapp. net

.whatsapp. net Dad

00:04:1 3(UTC+s.30)

917567038830@

97433170656@s

17-04-2014

s.whatsapp.net

whatsapp. net

23:23:48(UTC+5:30)

Dad

Huzefa

Huzefa

2.9
on

N/lkt

down 1295 $ per ounct-.]

Huzefa arrived at SVPI Airport, Ahmedabad by Qatar Airlines Flight No QR-534

1310412014.

lt is evident from the exchange of messages between Huzefa and i

Shabbir Ranijiwala that they had discussed the quantity of gold bars to be purchased in
Qatar and to be smuggled in to lndia. The same was to be smuggled in to lndia rs also

evident from the fact that to camouflage the gold smuggling Huzefa brought 'patels

stuff, From the evidences detailed in the show cause notice issued in this regard ,

it

appeared clear that Patel referred to is Nirav Patel and the stuff is /iqaor.

2.9.1 lt appeared that Huzefa had smuggled

in five Gold bars was also corroborated by

the exchange of messages between Huzefa and one Vishal Ken having mobile no 919898090077. The exchange of messages between Huzefa and Vishal in the context of
the five gold bars smuggled in to lndia on 1310412014 are as under

j Date

& Time

of

Text of Message

From

To

97433170656@s wh

919898090077@s w

14-04-2014

Buddy can u find out the

atsapp.net Huzefa

hatsapp.net

11.29:07(UTC+5

price of gold

lu"s"ag"
Vishal

Ken

30)

9'19898090077@s.w

97433170656@s.wh

14-04-2014

hatsapp.net

atsapp.net Huzefa

11:29:45(UTC+5

I

Vishal

Sure will let u know
lreach offlce

once

30)

Ken

97433170656@s.wh

919898090077@s.w

14-04-2014

Ok. Cos I have got stuff to

atsapp.net Huzefa

hatsapp.net

11:29:58(UTC+5

sell. Thanks

Vishal

Ken

30)

919898090077@s.w

97433170656@s wh

14-04-2014

hatsapp.net

atsapp.net Huzefa

14:43:19(UTC+5

Vishal

Ken

I

hatsapp.net

atsapp. net Huzefa

Vishal

30)

14-04-2014

974331 70656@s wh

919898090077@s.w

I

14:43:41(UTC+5
30)

Ken

2,97,000

I
I

l9

297 O

lcm
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97433170656@s.wh

919898090077@s.w

14-04-2014

Can u confirm for

atsapp.net Huzefa

hatsapp.net

14:44.40(UTC+5

pieces

Vishal

5

Ken

30)

97433170656@s.wh

9'19898090077@s.w

14-04-2014

Tell me when u want me

atsapp.net Huzefa

hatsapp.net

14:45:51(UTC+5

to come to give u .. mostly

Ken

30)

my dad would come

919898090077@s w

97433170656@s wh

14-04-2014

He said he can't take

hatsapp.net

atsapp.net Huzefa

14:54:39(UTC+5

much in 1 day

Vishal

Vishal

Ken

I

7

so

30)

919898090077@s.w

97433170656@s.wh

14-04-2014

hatsapp.net

atsapp.net Huzefa

14:54:53(UTC+5

Vishal

Ken

Send 2 now

30)

9'19898090077@s.w

97433170656@s.wh

14-04-2014

Send 2

hatsapp.net

atsapp.net Huzefa

14:55:40(UTC+5

payment in evening

Vishal

Ken

tor

n

30)

97433170656@s.wh

919898090077@s.w

14-O4-2014

Ok so shall I send dad

atsapp.net Huzefa

hatsapp.net

'15:06:33(UTC+5

now

Vishal

Ken

30)

97433170656@s.wh

919898090077@s.w

14-04-2014

Tomo by what time shall

atsapp.net Huzefa

hatsapp.net

17.25.32(UrC+5

I

Ken

30)

ca sh

919898090077@s.w

97433'170656@s.wh

14-04-2014

I m trying for today only

hatsapp.net

atsapp.net Huzefa

17:26:19(UTC+s

Vishal

Vishal

Ken

expect the

rema

r

ing

n

-

30)

919898090077@s w

97433170656@s wh

14-04-2014

hatsapp.net

atsapp. net Huzefa

17.26:25(UfC+5

Vishal

fvostly by 7 ish

30)

Ken

9'19898090077@s.w

974331 70656@s wh

14-04-2014

hatsapp.net

atsapp. net Huzefa

1

Vishal

8:19:09(UTC+5

10,38,510/-

is

the

amou nt

30)

Ken

919898090077@s.w

97433170656@s wh

14-04-2014

hatsapp.net

atsapp. net Huzefa

18:19:14(UTC+5

Vishal

Come by

7

30)

Ken

919898090077@s.w 97433170656@s.wh

14-04-2014

hatsapp.net Vishal atsapp.netHuzefa

18:54:36(UTC+5

Ken

30)

|

I 97433170656@s wh

919898090077@s w

14-04-2014

I atsapp.net Huzefa

hatsapp.net

19:23:56(UTC+5

Ken

Vishal

Cash has come

Got the cash.... Thanks
a ot

30)

2.9.2 lt appeared evident from the above exchange of messages that Shri Huzefa had
smuggled in five Gold bars on 1310412014 and the same was sold by hrm on 1410412C14

20
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through

one Vishal Ken @ Rs.2,9701- per gram and the proceeds of which

were

received by him in cash.

2.9.3 lt emerged from the exchange of Whatsapp messages between Huzefa

and

Shabbir Ranijiwala on 1710512014 that for their future conversations they decided to use

the word ' bull' for 'gold' and 'beai for
between them had, therefore,

'$'

The subsequent exchange of messages

to be understood in this context. For instance when

Huzefa asked Shabbir Ranijiwala on 1710512014 at18:42.48(UfC+5:30) " How many

bull to buy?", this, considering the codes used by them, meant that he was askrng as
to 'How many Gold to buy?'.

2.10

Another instance where Huzefa appeared to have purchased gold bars in Qatar

and smuggled it into lndia is evidenced by the series of Whatsapp messages
exchanged between Huzefa and Shabbir Ranijiwala. These messages are tabulated as

under:From

To

Date &

Time

of Text of Message

Message
917567038830@

97433170656@s

19-01-2015

s.whatsapp.net

whatsapp. net

16 08 42(UTC+5:30)

Dad

Huzefa

97433170656@s

Whats rate per prece

917567038830@s

19-01-2015

4850

.whatsapp.net Dad

16:09:27(UTC+5:30)

974331 70656@s

917567038830@s

21-01-201s

whatsapp. net

.whatsapp. net Dad

20:28:46(UTC+5:30)

97433170656@s.

917567038830@s

21-O1-2015

Nirav has asked for 12

whatsapp.net

.whatsapp.net Dad

21:26:23(UTC+5:30)

bott ES

917567038830@

97433170656@s

21-01-2015

It means line is clear

s.whatsapp.net

whatsapp.net

21:26.47 (UTC+5:3O)

Dad

Huzefa

97433170656@s

917567038830@s

22-01-2015

Gleared secu rity. No

whatsapp.net

.whatsapp. net Dad

21 :10:04(UTC+5:30)

questions asked

97433170656@s

22-01-2015

What time is depa rterre

whatsapp. net

22:07:07(UTC+5:30)

I

whatsapp.net
Huzefa

I brought 9

Huzefa

Huzefa

Huzefa
917567038830@
s.whatsapp. net

I

Dad

Huzefa

974331 70656@s

917567038830@s

22-01-2015

whatsapp. net

.whatsapp.net Dad

22:08:35(UTC+5:30)

Huzefa

2t

In one hr from now

F'. No.

97433170656@s

917567038830@s

22-01-2015

whatsapp.net

.whatsapp.net Dad

22:54:25(UTC+5:30)
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Boarded

Huzefa

2.10.1 Huzefa arrived at SVPI Airport, Ahmedabad by Qatar Airlines Flight No.QR-534
2310112015 and from

the above series of messages it appeared evident that he had

smuggled in to lndia the nine gold bars purchased by him in Qatar at US$ 4850 per
piece, for a total value of US$436501. These nine gold bars were sold by him in lndia
on the very same day i.e.2310112015 as evidenced and corroborated by the messages

between Huzefa and Vishal Ken, these messages are as under
From

Date

To

&

Time

,-

of Text of Message

Message

u give me todays

97433170656@s

919898090077@s

23-01-2015

Can

whatsapp.net

.whatsapp.net

13:35:1 'l(UTC+5:30)

price

Huzefa

Vishal Ken

919898090077@

97433170656@s

23-01-2015

28,3 50

s.whatsapp.net

whatsapp. net

13:38:50(UTC+5:30)
I

Vishal Ken

Huzefa

919898090077@

97433170656@s

23-01-2015

28,380 now. He came to

s.whatsapp. net

whatsapp.net

13:59 50(UTC+5.30)

tell me

Vishal Ken

Huzefa

97433170656@s

919898090077@s

whatsapp.net

.whatsapp. net

Huzefa

Vishal Ken

Canuconfirm9pieces

23-01-2015
14:50:23(UTC+5:30)

I

2.10.2One more instance where Huzefa purchased gold bars tn Qatar and smuggled it

into lndia is evidenced by the series of Whatsapp messages exchanged between Shri
Huzefa and Shri Shabbir Ranijiwala during 261612015 and 271612015, these messages
are tabulated as under :From

Date

To
I

& Time of

Message

9175670388s0@

97433170656@s

26-06-2015

s.whatsapp.net

whatsapp. net

21 :58.46(UTC+5:3

Dad

Huzefa

0)

97433170656@s

917567038830@s

26-06-201s

whatsapp.net

.whatsapp. net Dad

22.01 .17(UTC+5.3

Huzefa

Text of Message
Boarded ??

Not yet

0)

97433170656@s

917567038830@s

26-06-2015

Cleared security broug ht

whatsapp. net

.whatsapp.net Dad

22.01.2giJJrC+5.3

alcohol

Huzefa

0)

ll
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ok

917567038830@

97433170656@s

26-06-2015

s.whatsapp.net

whatsapp.net

22:01 :43(UTC+5.3

Dad

Huzefa

0)

97433170656@s

917567038830@s

26-06-2015

whatsapp.net

.whatsapp.net Dad

22.45.27prC+5.3

ln aircraft now

I

Huzefa

0)

lgotS

97433'170656@s

917567038830@s

:26-06-2015

whatsapp.net

.whatsapp.net Dad

23:04:55(UTC+5:3

Huzefa

0)

97433'170656@s

917567038830@s

27-06-2015

Landed
i

.whatsapp net Dad

whatsapp. net

Huzefa

2.10.3

]

02:1 3:26(UTC+5

3

|

io,
Huzefa arrived

at SVPI Airport, Ahmedabad on

2710612015

by

Qatar

Airlines Flight No. QR-534 and it appeared he smuggled into lndia. eight gold bars
purchased by him in Qatar. These eight gold bars were sold by him through Vishal Ken
at the rate of Rs. 2,6661 per 100 gram. The messages exchanged between Shri Huzefa

and Shri Vishal Ken in this regard are as under:From

To

Date

& Time of

Text of Message

Message
97433170656@s

9'19898090077@s

27-06-2015

whatsapp. net

.whatsapp. net

11

Hszela

Vishal Ken

0)

919898090077@

97433170656@s

27-06-2015

s.whatsapp. net

whatsapp.net

1

Vishal Ken

Huzefa

0)

919898090077@

97433170656@s

27-06-2015

s.whatsapp.net

whatsapp. net

11

Vishal Ken

Huzefa

0)

919898090077@

97433170656@s

27-06-2015

s.whatsapp.net

whatsapp.net

11

Vishal Ken

Huzefa

0)

97433170656@s

919898090077@s

27-06-2015

whatsapp.net

.whatsapp.net

11

Huzefa

Vishal Ken

0)

919898090077@

97433170656@s

27-06-2015

s.whatsapp.net

whatsapp. net

'l

Vishal Ken

I'uzefa
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2.10.4

Go between 3-4

count
,

the

bundle

)

ljl;:#;""..,
ls its confirmed or not yet ?

Comfirmed

As elaborated in the foregoing paras, the instances cited are merely few

when Huzefa had smuggled gold bars into lndia. Total number of visits during which
Huzefa had smuggled in Gold bars into lndia are also mentioned above and the
corresponding evidences in form of Whatsapp messages are as per Annexure-A to the
show cause notice.

2.10.5

lt appeared that Huzefa was not eligible to import Gold as he drd not

declare that he was carrying dutiable goods i.e. Gold bars and had smuggled gold bars

into lndia. Further, Huzefa had in his statement recorded on 0211112015 also admitted

to smuggled two ten tola gold bars on 0711012015 which had also been reflected in his
travelling details available in his passport that he arrived at SVPI Airport Ahmedabad on
that day.

2.10.6

On the basis of evidences and facts available

.

it appeared that Huzefa

had consciously and knowingly smuggled gold in to lndia through SVPI Arrpon
Ahmedabad in as much as total 156 gold bars weighing 18145.92 grams Thrs quantity
was not reflective of the actual quantity smuggled in by Huzefa but was the quantity
which was clearly established by the available evidences. The details of tolal tarff as

well as market value of these gold bars was worked out and is attached herewith as
Annexure-B to the show cause notice issued in this regard. Tariff value
24
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gram of smuggled gold bar was Rs. 4,48,78,140/- whereas market value was
Rs.4,89,93,863 /- as per closing price of gold on website of the [\,4ulti Commodity
Exchange of lndia Ltd (IVCX) - wurw. mcxind

2.11 The

ia.

com

investigation was extended to one of the buyers of the gold smuggled by

Shri Huzefa i.e. M/s.Abhushan Jewellers, Mumbai. However, Shri Mahendra Jain,
Director of the said firm did not co-operate with the investigation and denied buying gold

from Huzefa despite being informed about the evidences on record. The investigations
could not be extended to Shri Vishal Ken, Surat - the buyer/person through whom the

gold smuggled
Huzefa

and

by

Huzefa was sold as his whereabouts were not available. When

Shabbir Ranijiwala were questioned in this regard in the course of

recording of their statements they undertook to submit the address but failed to do so

2.11.'l

lt appeared that Huzefa and his father Shabbir Ranijiwala had smuggled

Gold bars into lndia taking help from Nirav Patel and Karan Katiyal, both employees of
Qatar Airlines, Ahmedabad. lt further appeared

that

Nirav Patel

and

Karan Katiyal

were indulging in illicit trade of foreign Alcoholic Liquor brought by Huzefa and facilitated

smooth and fast clearance

Huzefa as crew

of Huzefa.

Nirav Patel

and

Karan Katiyal presented

of their airlines while clearing these persons at SVPI

Airport,

Ahmedabad. Nirav Patel in his statement recorded on 0211'1l2015 admitted that s nce
April,

2014, Huzefa had brought 60 bottles of foreign liquor for him (Nirav) and

bottles

for

60

Karan Katiyal and these facts corroborated by the Whatsapp messages

exchanged between him

and Huzefa, between him and Karan Katiyal as well as the

Whatsapp messages exchanged between Huzefa and his father Shabbir Ranliwala

2.11.2
Silver,

According to the extant Baggage Rules, 1998 as amended, Gold and

in any form, other than ornaments is not allowed free of duty. Further,

a

passenger who is coming to lndia after a period of not less than six months of stay
abroad, excluding short visits, if any, not exceeding 30 days, during the said six month

period, is allowed to import 1 kg of Gold in any form, as bonafide baggage. subject to

the condition that the same is declared to the Customs and the Customs duty paid

in

convertible foreign currency. Huzefa neither declared the gold to the Customs nor paid

the applicable duties. According to Section 77 oI lhe Customs Act, 1962. the owner of
the baggage for the purpose of clearing it, is required to make declaration of its contents

to the proper officer. ln the instant case, Huzefa Khuzem Mamuwala did not declare
that he was carrying gold bars thereby contravening the provisions of Section 77 ol lhe
Customs Act, '1962.

2.11.3

lt also appeared that Huzefa to earn profits by playing on the difference

in

price of gold in UAE and lndia as also playing on the exchange rate difference indulged

l-i
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in smuggling of 156 gold bars weighing '18145.92 gms. during 2014 and

101 7

2015

The

said gold bars were brought for commercial purpose and could not have been construed

as "bonafide baggage" within the meaning of Section 79 of the Customs Act,1962 read
with para 2.20 of Foreign Trade Policy, 2009-2014 and para 2.26 of the Foreign Trade
Policy, 2015-2020. As per para2.20 &2.26 of the Foreign Trade Policy, as applicable,

formulated under Section 5 of the Foreign Trade (Development and Regulation) Act,
1992 a passenger is allowed to import bonafide household goods and personal effects

only, as his bonafide baggage. lmport of goods in commercial quantity with intent to
earn profit is not covered under the ambit of bonafide baggage and hence the import of
such goods is not permitted through baggage mode. Thus, it appeared that Huzefa
Mamuwala smuggled the above said goods i.e. gold bars

in contravention of

the

provisions of extant Baggage Rules 1998 as amended

2,11.4

The act of smuggling gold bars weighing 18145.92 grams valued at

Rs. 4,89,93,863/- (MV) and Rs.4,48,78,1401 (Tariff value) and '120 bottles of Alcoholic
liquor total valued at Rs. 1,51,008/- (calculated as per Annexure-C attached to the
SCN), Shri. Huzefa contravened the provisions of Section 77 and 79 of the Customs

Act, 1962 within the meaning of Section 2(39) of the Customs Act, 1962 The aoove
acts and omissions on the part of Shri Huzefa appears to have rendered the said goods
liable to confiscatron under Section

11

1(d)

11

1(l) and

'l 1

1(m) of the Customs Act, 1962

and his act of smuggling/importing Gold in commercial quantity is violative

of

the

prohibition imposed by Section 7 of the Foreign Trade (Development & Regulations) Act

and by not declaring the value, quantity and description of the goods, Shrr Huzefa also

acted contrary to the prohibition imposed by para 2.20 o'f the Foreign Trade Policy,
2009-2014 and para 2.26 of the Foreign Trade Policy(2O15-2020) which rendered the
aforesaid goods liable for confiscation under Section

11

1(d),

11

1(l) and

11

1(m) of the

Customs Act, 1962.

2.11.5

Shri Huzefa Khuzem Mamuwala had, on multiple occasions during 2014

and 2015, indulged in smuggling of 156 gold bars, totally weighing 18145.92 grams
having a market value

of

Rs. 4,89,93,863/- and Tariff Value

of

Rs. 4,48,78,140/- and

smuggling of 120 Alcoholic liquor valued Rs. 1,51,008/-. He had also indulged

in

smuggling of Alcoholic Liquor in excess of that permitted under the Baggage Rules. to

camouflage his smuggling of gold bars. The said quantity of gold and the alcoholic
liquor were smuggled into lndia by him which he knew or had reason to believe were
liable for confiscation under the Customs Act, 1962. He has by his acts of omission and

commission, rendered himself liable for penal action under Section 112 (a) & (b) of the
Customs Act, '1962.

)6
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2.11.6

Shabbir Ranijiwala, father of Huzefa A/amuwala, was actively and
knowingly involved in the smuggling of Gold bars and Alcoholic Liquor into lndra by
Huzefa. Shabbir Ranijiwala had actively and knowingly also concerned himself in selling

the smuggled gold bars in the illicit market in lndia and hence involved himself in the
smuggling into lndia of 156 Gold Bars weighing 18145.92 grams

by

Huzefa totally

valued at Rs. 4,89,93,863/- (Market Value) and Rs. 4,48,78,140/- (Tariff Value) and 120

bottle of Alcoholic liquor valued of Rs. 1,51,008/- and Shabbir Ranijiwala knew or had
reason to believe and hence were liable for confiscation under the Customs Act. 1962.

Therefore, Shabbir Ranijiwala has rendered himself liable for penal action under
Section

1

12 (b) of the Customs Act, 1962.

2.11.7
that

lt appeared from the evidences unearthed in the course of the evidence

Huzefa in addition to smuggling of gold bars, also brought alcoholic liquor

in

excess of what is permitted under the Baggage Rules. Huzefa neither declared the
excess quantity of Alcoholic Liquor brought nor paid the applicable Customs duty Nirav

Patel

and Karan Katiyal also

indulged themselves in illicit trade of foreign Alcoholic

Liquor and hence, facilitated smooth and fast clearance
because of the Alcoholic Liquor brought for them

2.11.8

by

of

Huzefa through Customs

Huzefa.

Nirav Patel admitted to having received 60 bottles of foretgn lrquor for

himself which were brought
liquor were brought

by

by

Huzefa and also admitted that 60 bottles of forergn

Huzefa for Karan Katiyal. The admittance of Nirav Patel is also

corroborated by the evidences in the form of Whatsapp messages exchanged between

these persons. However, when Karan Katiyal was questioned in this regard in the
course of recording his statement he denied these facts. Further, he also denied to the

and Nirav Patel and Huzefa. However,
the denial by Karan Katiyal appeared to be blatant lying on his part in view of the
Whatsapp messages which are evrdences self explanatory in nature lmportantly
despite his denial it is an undeniable and inescapable truth that the Whatsapp
messages were sent and received by him from his mobile phone number to that of
Whatsapp messages exchanged between him

Nirav Patel and Huzefa.

The investigation revealed that Nirav Patel and Karan Katiyal had
knowingly and consciously aided and abetted Huzefa in smuggling of excess liquor,
which they knew or had reason to believe were liable for confiscation under the

2.11.9

Customs Act. They had by their acts of omission and commission rendered themselves
liable for penal action under Section 112 (a) & (b) of the Customs Act, 1962

2.11.10

The details contained in the passport of Shri Huzefa revealed that he was

a frequent flyer and had complete knowledge regarding provrsions of customs
27
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regulation of importation of goods to lndia, Customs formalities, baggage rules, free

allowances etc. Huzefa was required to declare the gold bars and liquior bottles on his
arrival in the Customs declaration form under section 77 of Customs Act, 1962 and pay

applicable amount

of Customs duty. However, he did not declare the goods

with

intention to evade payment of Customs duty thereon. Huzefa was therefore liable to pay

Customs duty of Rs. 1,76,62,2891-

on

156 Gold bars weighing of 18145.92 grams.

valued of Rs.4,89,93,863/- smuggled by him during his frequent visits (from 13.4.2015

lo 17.10.2015) and

Customs duty of Rs. 2,41,6131 on 120 liquor bottles valued at

,008/- under section 2B@) oi Customs Act, 1962 along with interest under
Section 2BAA of the Act. For this act, he was also liable to pay penalty under Section

Rs.
1

1,51

14A ol Customs Act, 1 962.

2.12

Show Cause Notice F. No.Vlll/10-08/Pr.Commr/ O&N 2017

dated

11.03.20'19

was issued by the Principal Commissioner, Customs, Ahmedabad to Huzefa Khuzem
l\ilamuwala, Shabbir Ranijiwala, Nirav Patela and Karan Katyal and they were asked to
show cause to the Principal Commissioner of Customs, Ahmedabad as to why.

i.

-

156 gold bars totally weighing 18145 92 grams smuggled into lndia during

2014 and 2015 having a total value of Rs.4,89,93,8631 (lt/arket Value) and
Rs.4,48,78,140

L (f ariff Value), should not be held liable for confiscation

under Section 111(d), 11'1(l) and 111(m) of the Customs Act,1962,

ii.

Customs duty of Rs.1,76,62,2891- , as detailed in Annexure-B to the show
cause notice , in respect of the 156 Gold bars weighing 18145

92

grams

should not be demanded under Section 28 (4) of the Customs Act, 1962.

ili.

120 Alcoholic liquor bottles smuggled rnto lndia during 2014 and 2015
having a total value of Rs.1,51,0081 as detailed in Annexure-C to the show

cause notice, should not be held liable for confiscation under Section
1

iv.

I 1(d),

1

'1

1(l) and

"l 1

'1(m) of the Customs Act,'1962;

Customs duty of Rs.2,41,6131

, as detailed in Annexure-C to the show

cause notice, in respect of the 120 Alcoholic liquor bottles should not be
demanded under Section 28 (4) of the Customs Act, 1962.

v.

lnterest should not be charged under Section 28AA of the Customs Act,
1962 on the amount of duty at (ii) & (iv) above.

vi.

Penalty should not be imposed upon hrm under Section 114A of the
Customs Act, 1962;

vii. Penalty should not be imposed on him under Section 112 (a) & (b) of the
Customs Act, 1962 for the omissions and commissions mentioned herein
above.

2fl
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7

Shri Shabbir Ranijiwala was called upon to show cause to the Principal

Commissioner, Customs, Ahmedabad as to why penalty should not be imposed upon
him under Section 112 (b) ol the Customs Act, 1962.

2.12.2

Shri Nirav Patel and Shri Karan Katiyal were called upon to show cause

to the Principal Commissioner, Customs, Ahmedabad as to why penalty should not be
imposed upon them under Section 112 (a) & (b) of the Customs Act, 1962.

DEFENCE:-

3.

Huzefa, Shabbir Ranijiwal, Nirav Patel and Karan Katyal were aksed to furnish

their defence replied within 30 days form the receipt of the show cause notice . Huzefa

and Shabbir Ranijiwala did not file any written defence submission They were
repeatedly reminded, at the time of granting personal hearings rn the case, to furnish

their written defence submissions . But no written defence submission in response to
the show cause notice was furnished by them.

3.1

Nirav Patel vide letter dated April,2019 received on 2.5.2019 forwarded written

defence submission dated December,2O16 which was in fact his written submission in

response

to show cause notice no. Vlll/10-56/SVPIA/O7Al2016 dated

1B 10 2016

rssued to Huzefa and other rncluding Nirav Patel after 10 gold bars were recovered from

the person

of

Huzefa on 2.11.2015 and an offence case was booked. The said show

cause notice dated 18.10.2016 has since been decided vrde Order-ln-Original No.
4/ADC-l\nSC/SVPltuO&tu2018-19 dated 4.6.2018 and penalty was imposed

on

Nlrav

Patel. ln the defence reply submitted for earlier show cause notice dated 18.10.2016

and resubmitted again as defence submission in the present show cause notrce he
had mainly explained that he did not ask Huzefa to bring liquor or not to pay duty on 14

bottes of liquor handed over to him by Huzefa on 2.11.2015 which were recovered
from him . He further contended that

>

;

he denied all the allegations, averments and contentions made in the show
cause notice;

);
>

he denied that he ajded or abetted Huzefa;

he was paying Huzefa the amount of liquor bottle which also included amount of
duty payable;

)

section

11

1(d) was not applicable in the case, as hvo bottles of liquor berng

personal effects are not prohibited goods and hence not liable for confiscation

>

section

'1

1

'1(m) was not applicable as there was no mts-declaration and value

was not declared by him hence confiscation under Section
Act,1 962 was not sustainable

;

)o

11

1(m) of Customs
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)

confiscation of freely importable goods by passengers rs not sustainable in light
of decision in the case of lrfan Abdul Haque reported as 2001(131) ELf 441gri.
Mum)

) to impose

, it has to be established that the assessee

penalty

had acted

deliberately in defiance of law as held by Hon'ble Supreme Court in the case of
Hindustan Steel Ltd. reported as 1978 (2) ELT (J 159)

>

before imposing penalty, the requisite mens rea has

to

be established as held by

Hon'ble Supreme Court in the case of Akbar Badruddin Jiwani reported as
1e90(47)ELT 161 (SC)

F

in the case against him no evidence had been brought on record to show that he

knew that the goods brought by him were liable to confiscation hence penalty
under Section 112(a) of the Customs Act,1962 was not imposable as held in the
case of Mis M K lndustries reported as 2008(230) ELT 91 (Tri.Mum)

)

for imposition of penalty, it was required to be proved that he had knowledge or
reasonable belief that the goods were liable
material evidence on record agalnst

him,

to confiscation ; there being

no

penalty was not imposable as per

ELf 830 (T) and
decision in the case of Liladhar Pasoo Forwrades Pvt. Ltd. reported as
decision in the case of Adarsh Kumar reported as 2002 (122)

2000(122) ELT 737

>

for an act of omission or commission played in the offence cas,e burden to prove

such act is on the department and his active role has not been disclosed in the
show cause notice hence penalty was not imposable on him as per decision

in

the case of Karnataka Mineral & MFG. Co. Ltd. reported as 1989 (41) ELf 444

(T) and in the case of Smt. Shyam Kumari & others reported as 1982 ELT
3e2(CBEC)

3.1.1 Nirav Patel further cited decisions in the case of (i) Brahma Vasudeva reported
as'1988(33) ELT 20 (P& H) (ii) Vidyavati vs State reported as 1988(37)ELT 341 (iii) Big
Bags lndia Pvt. Ltd reported as 2008(228) ELT 400 and (iv) Radha Kishan Bhatia
reported as 2004(178) ELT B (SC) to contend that penalty was not imposable on him

3.2

Karan Katyal vide letter dated 3'l .8.20'19 furnished his written defence reply

wherein he submitted that

>

;

when he was called for recording of his statement after Huzefa was apprehended

on 2.11.2015 he had stated that he had never asked Huzefa

Khuzem

Mamuwala to get any liquor bottle for him;

;

he

did

know Nirav Patel and Huzefa Mamuwala as they were employed with the

same airline but he had he had never asked them to get any liquor bottle for hrm;

30
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he had never asked Nirav Patel and Huzefa Mamuwala to bring any liquor
bottles, gold bars and electronic gadgets

;

)> he had never asked Nirav Patel and Huzefa lt/amuwala to bring any liquor bottles
for his personal consumptron

:

)> allegations which were leveled against him by Nirav Patel and Huzefa Mamuwala
were false in nature

>

allegation by Nirav Patel and Huzefa Mamuwala might have been leveled due to
official rivalry

;

there was nothing concrete against him either in the text messaging form or any
other form of communications

;
>

he did not know why Nirav Patel and Huzefa Mamuwala , named him

he had no collusion either with Nirav Patel or Huzefa A/amuwala in indulging

in

illicit trade of foreign alcoholic liquor;

;

he had never received even a single liquor bottle or purchased or taken any
dutlable item either from Nirav Patel or Huzefa Mamuwala;

>

penalty was not imposable on him under Sectron 112(a) and (b) in light of his
submission

PERSONAL HEARING :-

4.

All four noticees were granted personal hearing on 5.9.2019 but

nobody

appeared on the date of hearing . Shri. A. Ganesh, Advocate representing Huzefa and
Shabbir Ranijiwala vide letter dated 3 9 2019 sought adjournment citing the reason that

Compact Disc containing Relied Upon Documents was received by them in a broken
condition without which he could not prepare defence reply. Shri. A. Ganesh was thus
supplied with another Compact Disc containrng Relied Upon Documents vide letter F.
No. Vlll/10-08/Commr./ O&tu2017 dated 6 9.2019

4.1

The next date of hearing was fixed on 25.9.2019, which was not attended to by

any of the noticees. All the noticees were then granted further opportunities to be heard

in person and to appear for personal hearing either on 8.1 .2020 or on 9.1.2020 or on
15.1.2020 as per their convenience. Again no one appeared on any of these dates
fixed. Shri. A. Ganesh, Advocate again vide letter dated 10.1 2020 sought adjournment

for 4 weeks by citing the reason

that due to illness he could not attend hearing on

8.1.2020 and on9.1 .2020 and 15.1 .2020 being day of Pongal Festival, he would not be
able to attend Personal Hearing.
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All the noticees were again given opportunity for personal hearing either on

30.1.2020 or

on

11.2.2020. Again nobody appeared on the

dates so fixed

Shrr

A.Ganesh, however, vide letter dated 11.2.2020 informed that he needed to cross
examine Shri. H J Trivedi, Scientific Offrcer, Directorate of Forensic Science and

Mr

R

S Chaudhary, Superintendent , Customs informing that they have filed Special Civit
Application in the Hon'ble High Court of Gujarat to quash the show cause notice and
therefore, the matter may be adjourned. lt was also requested for extension of one year
as per proviso to Section 2B(9) of the Customs Act,1962 for adjudication of the case

4.3

The next date of personal hearing was fixed on 25.11.2020 which too was not

attended by any of the noticees. Shri. A. Ganesh, Advocate vide letter

dated

19.11.2020soughtadjournmentcitingthereasonthattheyhavefiledSCANo 4134of
2002 in the Hon'ble High Court of Gujarat.

4.4

Shri. Karan Katyal in response

to

Personal hearing fixed on 25.11.2020 informed

vide mail dated 20.1 1.2020 (from mail id karankatval@qmail. com ) reproducing the text
of his written submission dated 31.8.2019 wherein it was stated that he did not have
anything to do with the case and the allegations leveled against him were false

4.5

The next date of personal hearing was fixed on 4.12.2020,however,again nobody

appeared. Shri. A. Ganesh, Advocate representing Huzefa and Shabbir Ranijiwala vide

letter dated 3122020 sought adjournment again stating

that SCA No. 4134 ol 2020

filed by them in Hon'ble High Court of Gujarat was still pending for decision; that the
show cause notice dated 18.10.2016 and the present show cause notice issued after
three years was issued on similar set of facts invoking extended period of limitation, that

the facts mentioned in the present show cause notice were already known to the
department in 2015-16 and, hence, this show cause notice invoking suppression of
facts can not be issued.

4.5

The noticees have been granted sufficient opportunities to be heard in person

in

terms of Section 112A of the Customs Act,1962. The noticees have been granted

I

opportunities

to

appear in person as on 5.9.2019, 25.9.2019,8.1 .202019.1 2020,

15.1.2020,30.1.2020

,

11.2.2020 ,25.11.2020

and 4.122020 Huzefa and his

father

Shabbir Ranijiwala failed to appear for Personal Hearing on the ground that they have
filed petition in the Hon'ble High Court of Gularat (SCA No. 4134 of 2020) even though

there is no order from the Hon'ble High Court. The adjudication of SCN, involving so
many other noticees can not be kept in hold for so many months, in absence of any
order from the Hon'ble High Court on the petition filed by

2 noticees also

because

adjudication is mandated to be completed in a time-frame in terms of Section 28 (9) of
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the Customs Act,1962. l, therefore , decide to proceed to adludicate the SCN on the
basis of records available.

DISCUSSION & FINDINGS:-

5.

I have carefully gone through the Show Cause Notice, the relied upon documents

and the submissions made by the noticees in their written replies.

5.1 lfind that the gold recovered were seized and show cause notice dated
18.10.2016 was issued which has been adjudicated vide Order-ln-Orig inal No. O4iADC-

MSC/SVPIA/O&A/2018-19 dated 04.06.18 passed by the Additional Commissioner of
Customs, Ahmedabad.

lt is

undeniable fact that Huzefa arrived at Sardar Vallabhai

Patel lnternational Airport, Ahmedabad by Qatar Airlines flight No QR 534 from Doha
to Ahmedabad on 02.11.2015 and as a result of his personal search. in presence of
panchas, 10 gold bars each of 10 tolas (four gold bars in the socks and srx gold bars

rn

the trouser pockets) having the markings "PAMP-SUISSE 10 TOLAS 999.0- PAMP
ESSAYEUR FONDEUR'and weighing 1166.700 gms were recovered.

lt is also

on

record that Huzefa had confessed that the said gold was purchased by him on
26.10.2015

for 1,58,400 Riyals for which he could not produce any bill; that on

2.12.2015 when Huzefa was intercepted and gold bars were recovered from his person,

he

had

informed that

a hand baggage and a small Qatar Duty free carry bag

containing 14 bottles of Foreign Liquor of various brands had already been handed
over by him to Nirav Patel, Cargo Operation Agent of Qatar Airways at Gate No 6 of
Terminal-2; that he had brought an Apple l-phone 65+ 64GB Rose Gold senal no
SC3SQGMMCGRXS for Qatar Riyals 3799 and for these goods no declaration had
been made by him under the Baggage Rules.

5.2

The present show cause notice has been issued after investigation carrled out

in

respect of past visits made by Huzefa and electronic data extracted from mobile phones

of Huzefa and Nirav Patel seized on 2.11.2015. The data in the form of Whatsapp
messages extracted from two mobile phones with their respective memory and SIM
cards.One Samsung make (Model 54) mobile phone with memory card and SIM card
for Vodafone No. 9820732145 belonged to Huzefa and another Samsung make (Model

Grand2) mobile phone with memory card and SIM card

for

Vodafone no.9227710077

to Nirav Patel. Whatsapp messages exchanged between Huzefa and hrs
father Shabbir Ranijiwala as well as with Nirav Patel and Karan Katyal are all about
belonged

gold bars and liquor smuggled by Huzefa and other co-noticees used to make deal with
such contraband items brought/smuggled by Huzefa.
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I need to examine the evidentiary value of the whatsapp messages exchanged

between Huzefa and other co-noticees viz. Shabbir Ranijiwala Nirav Patel and Karan

Katyal. The data was extracted from the mobile phones and memory card by the
Directorate

of Forensic Science-a forensic laboratory functioning under the

Department

of

Government of Gujarat

Home

.

5.3.1 I find that as per the provision of the lndian Evidence Act,1872, the documentary
evidence includes electronic records also . The relevant provision of the Act reads as

under:3. lnterpretation-clause.-ln this Act the following words and expressi ors a/e
used in the following senses, unless a contrary intention appears from the
context:

-

"Document".

means any matter expressed or described upon any

-'Document"
subslance by means of letters, figures or marks, or by more than one of those
means, intended to be used, or which may be used, for the purpose of recording
that matter.
lllustrations

A writing is a document;
Words printed lithographed or photographed are documents;

A map or plan is a document;
An inscription on a metal plate or stone is a document;

A caricature is a document"Evidence".

-"Evidence"

means and includes

-

(1) all statements which the Courl permits or requires to be made before tt by
wifnesses, in relation to matters of fact under inquiry; such sfaiements are called
oral evidence:
(2) all documents

includinq electronic records produced for the inspectron of

the CourT; such documents are called documentary evidence

the

"

expressions "Ceftifying Authority",

electronic siqnature", Electronrc

Signature Certificate, "electronic form", "electronic records" "inforntation"
"secure electronic record", "secure digital signature" and "subscriber' shall have
the meanings respectively assigned to them in the lnformation Technoloc,v Act,
2000 (21 of 2000).

5.3.2 Thus, the whatsapp messages are "electronic records" as per Section 2
the lnformation Technology Act,2000, which reads as undel
2. Definitions.-(1) ln this Act, unless fhe context otherwise requires,(a)..
34
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recordll means data, record or data generated, image or sound

stored, received or sent in an electronic form or micro film or computer generated
micro fiche;

Vide Section 65B , special provisions under the lndian Evidence Act,1872 have been
made in respect of electronic records and Section 654 of the lndian Evidence Act.1872
provides

as

under -

65A. Special provisions as to evidence relating to electronic record.

The

-

contents of electronic records may be proved in accordance with the provisrcns of
section 658.

5.3.3 The whatsapp messages extracted from the devices recovered from Huzefa and
Nirav Patel and put under seizure in a sealed cover in the presence of two independent
Panchas and sent to Directorate of Forensic Science under sealed cover . have been
presented as evidence

on

Compact Disc. The evidences so presented are admissible

in as much as the Scientific Officer of Directorate of Forensic Science

has given CD

containing data extracted from devices viz. Mobile Phones/ SIM Cards and Memory
Cards with Report bearing case F. No. DFS/EE/20151CF1710 dated 1 4 20'16 under the

cover

of letter F. No.

DFS/EE/20151CF1710 dated 2.4.2016

I find that thrs reporl

complies with the vital condition contained in the provision of sub-section (4)

of

Section

65(B) of the lndian Evidence Act,1872.

658. Admissibility of electronic records.

-

(1).

(2)...
(3)....
(4) ln any proceedings where it is desired to give a statement in evidence by virlLte

of this section, a ceftificate doing any of the following things, that ls ,o say.

-

(a) identifying the electronic record containing the statemenl and describing the
manner in which it was produced:

(b) giving such pafticulars of any device involved in the productiort of that
electronic record as may be appropriate for the purpose of showing that the
electronic record was produced by a computer;

(c) dealing with any of the matters to which the conditions mentioned

in

sub-

section (2) relate. and purpofting to be signed by a person occupying a responsible

official position

in

relation

to the operation of the relevant

device

or

the

management of the relevant activities (whichever is appropriate) shall be evidence

of any matter stated in the ceftificate; and for the purposes of this subsection it
shall be sufficient for a matter to be stated to the best of the knowledge and belief
of the person stating it.
35
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5.3.4 There is nothing on record, which suggests, even by a whiff that the mobile
phones used by Huzefa and Nirav Patel were ever tempered before they were put
under seizure On 2.11.2015, date of seizure of gold, when the mobile phones
containing memory card and SIM cards were also seized. The Scientific Officer of the
Directorate of Forensic Science, Govt. of Gujarat then presented the output obtarned
from the mobile phones/ memory cards and Sll\/ Cars under the cover of letter dated
2.4.2016 alongwith report dated 1 4.2016 . lt is a settled law that electronic records can

be admitted as evidence if it is accompanied by a certificate contemplated under
Section 65 B of the lndian Evidence Acl,1B72. ln the case

of Anvar P V vs P K Basheer

reported as 2017 (352) ELT 416 (SC) , the Hon'ble Supreme Court has held that without
certificate contemplated under Section 65 B of the lndian Evidence Act.1872, electronic
record can not be admitted as evidence:-

22,

The evidence relating to electronic record, as noted herein before, berng a

special provision, the general law on secondary evidence under Section 63 read
with Section 65 of the Evidence Act shall yield to the same. Generalia specialibus
non derogant, special law will always prevail over the general law. lt appears. the

couft omitted to take note of Seclions 59 and 654 dealing with the admissibility of

electronic record. Sections 63 and 65 have no application

in the case of

secondary evidence by way of electronic record; the same is wholly governed by

Sectlons 65A and 658. To that extent, the statement of law on admissibility of
secondary evidence pertaining to electronic record, as stated by this coun in

Navjot Sandhu case (supra), does not lay down the correct legal position. lt
requires to be overruled and we do so. An electronic record by way of secondary

evidence shall not be admitted

in evidence unless the

requirements under

Section 658 are satisfied. Thus, in the case of CD, VCD, chip, etc., the same
shall be accompanied by the ceftificate in terms of Section 658 obtained at the
time of taking the document, without which, the secondary evidence peftaining to
that electronic record, is inadmissible.

23.

The appellant admittedly has not produced any certificate rn terms of

Section 658 in respect ofthe CDs, Exhibits-P4, P8, P9, P10, P12, P13, P15. P20
and P22. Therefore, the same cannot be admitted in evidence. Thus, the whole

case sel up regarding the corrupt practice usrng songs, announcements and
speeches fall to the ground.

24.

The situation would have been different had the appellant adduced primary

evidence, by making available in evidence, the CDs used for announcement and

songs. Had those CDs used for objectionable songs or announcements been
duly got seized through the police or Election Commission and had the same
been used as primary evidence, the High CourT could have played the same in

coutt to see whether the allegations were true. That is not the situation tn this

case. The speeches, songs and announcements were recorded usng other
instruments and by feeding them into a computer, CDs were made therefrom
which were produced in court, without due certification. Ihose CDs cannot be
.)f)
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admitted in evidence since the mandatory requirements of Section 658 of the
Evidence Act are not satlsfied. lt is clarified that notwithstanding what we have

stated herein

in the preceding

paragraphs on the secondary evidence on

electronic record with reference to Sectlons 59. 654 and 658 of the Evidence Act

if an electronic record as such ls used as primary evtdence under Section 62 of
the Evidence Act, the same is admissible in evidence, without compliance of the
conditions in Section 658 of the Evidence Act.

Here, I would like to record that provision of Section 1 3BC of the Customs Act.1 962 is
pari materia to provision of Section 65 B of the lndian Evidence Acl,1B72. Since, report

from Scientific Officer of Directorate of Forensic Science is accompanied with the data

extracted , the compliance of requirement under section 13BC(4) of the Customs
Act,1962 can be said to have been

met.

Thus, I find that the evidences presented

in

the form of whatsapp messages in this case are admissible evidences.

5.4 lfind

that Annexure-A to the show cause notice wherein dates of arrival of

Huzefa in lndia and his conversations through whatsapp with other co-noticee includrng
his father viz. Shabbir Ranijiwala and one Shri. Vishal Ken establish that Huzefa was

actively involved in smuggling of gold from Gulf since he was based in Qatar as an
employee of Qatar Airways. All conversations exchanged are full of references of Nirav

Patel and Karan Katyal and these are strong and valuable reasons to believe that
Huzefa has executed his smuggling actrvities without active help

of Nirav Patel and

Karam Katyal as both of them were working for Qatar Arnluays for ground operations at
SVPI Airport, Ahmedabad. All three never denied their acquaintances with each other

and whatsapp messages exchanged by Huzefa with co-notrcees including with his
father Shabbir Ranijiwala establish that gold and liquor were regularly smuggled into by

Huzefa.

I

reproduce some of whatsapp chats exchanged by Huzefa with his father

Shabbir,

On 20.4.2014 - "Don't forget to coordinate with Nirav and also get his stuff so that things
become more easy",

On 22.6.2014 - "but no Cuslorns settrng, lt's a different batch", "customs cleared but still
inside airpoft, waiting for Nirav to collect his bottles",

On 21.3.2015 -"Nirav is forcing me to come to and on 23rd cos he wants bottles for
cusfoms commissioner. He said if we help him we will have no problems in future. Cos

the customs commission sons wedding is on 5th April. He said come even for a day if
possibie. And he said that the custorns commissioner is gonna be for a year.'

On 6.4.2015- "l have too many bottles" "For kundan" "U didn't give it to karan' Then be

careful on the station too" "lt shdnt be a problem as normally people conting from
abroad do carry more bottles" "Main concern ls bul/s resl ls not so impoftant 'yaa.
That's on myself .",
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Chats exchanged on 15.6.2015,16.6.2015 and 18.6.2015 read as under;

"Nirav has asked for 2 tvs and

1

5

bottles of daru for my next trip'

,

he

wants me to buy it, so confirm when where u can", "hazrat will tell only 4/5

tip", "l think u shud buy only one tv and keep one for next
frp as lts good buffel', "but lthink Saturday mkts r close", "so call vishal
tomo n check", "vishal said we can trade on saturday". nirav called he
wants 2 tvs and 1 mobile phone n 20 bottles", "make excuse before u
board from doha that u cudnt get 2', 'This will secure ur next trip"
days before ur

5.5

These conversations establish that Nirav Patel and Karan Katyal both

in

anticipation of getting liquor bottles from Huzefa and some electronic items like TV, who

frequented lndia from Doha in Qatar used to help him to get immigration and Customs
clearances being employed as ground operations staff at SVPI Airport. Chats suggest
so. There may not be only two ground operations staff for Qatar Airways at SVPI Airport

but in the chats name of Nirav Patel repeatedly crops up whenever reference of liquor
bottles is made. lnstances of Karan Katyal's name also appearing chat rn relation to
liquor bottle is also seen. The link, thus, gets established. lfind that Huzefa used this
facility extended by Nirav Patel and Karan Katyal in addition to liquor bottles used to

gold with active support of his father Shabbir Ranijiwala who used to handle
operations mainly in relation to gold smuggled by Huzefa. lfind that Nirav was very
important link as at a certain point of time in chat conversation between Huzefa and his
smuggle

father, reference of Nirav is made wherein Huzefa's father tells Huzefa thah he (Huzefa)
is more dependent on Nirav than Hazrat (Huzefa and his father;s Spiritual Guru based
in Allahabad) and him ( Shabbir Ranijiwal) The chats exchanged on 18.8 2015 and
19.8.2015 between Huzefa and his father read as under :-

"......"Why phewvwvw', "Was it difficult", "lt looked impossible

why l

will come n tell", "was anything serious", "Noo", "Ok". "Not really". "But

I

was fataod", "u r more dependant on nirav then Hazrat and me', ...."

These chats conclusively prove that there was motive on part of Huzefa and his father
Shabbir on one side and Nirav Patel and Karan Katyal on the other side-each of 4 had
their own motive. Nirav Patel had motive to get liquor bottles from a person arriving from
foreign country and Huzefa had motive in bringing such liquor bottles as it helped him
to get himself cleared easily without being frisked

5.6

I find that when Huzefa was apprehended with 10 gold bars hidden in his socks

and trouser pockets and 14 liquor bottles, chats exchanged by Huzefa wrth hrs father
and a person called Vishal Ken are mainly about smuggling of gold and sale of such
smuggled gold. During the course of investigation, Huzefa accepted that both he and
his father had decided to use code words.
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Customs Baggage Declaration Regulations,20l3 notified vrde

Notification No. 90/2013-Cus(N.T) dated 29.8.2013 applicable at the relevant time when

show cause notice has been issued mandated every passenger coming into lndia to

make declaration in prescribed form and report to the Customs Officer at the Red
Channel counter in

case passenger had any dutiable goods including Gold. lt

rs on

record that Huzefa did not report carrying Gold Bullion before the Customs Officer at
Red channel counter of SVPI Airport, thus, Huzefa has violated provisions of Customs
Baggage Declaration Regulations.2013. I further find that each passenger was eligible

for duty free allowance of 2 liters of liquor and quantity

in

excess of 2 liters of alcohol

was/is dutiable . Huzef a allegedly brought in 120 bottles of liquor during his trips to lndia
references of which are made in the show cause notice.

5.7.1 I find that the Customs Baggage Declaratron Regulations,2Ol 3 were
under Section 81 of the Customs Act,1962 which reads as under
SECI/ON 81 . Regulations rn respect of baggage. - The Board may make

notrfied

;

regulations,-

(a)
(b)

providing for the manner

of

declaring the contents

of any

baggage

providing for the custody, examination, assessmen, to duty and clearance of

baggage;

(c)

providing for the transit or transhipment of baggage from one cusloms

station to

another or

to

a

place outside

lndia.

Goods impofted or exported by post

5.7.2 Section 81 is required to be read with Section 77 ol lhe Customs Act,1962, which
reads as under

;

SECI/ON 77. Declaration by owner of baggage. - The owner of any baggage
shall, for the purpose of clearing it, make a declaration of its contents to the
proper officer.

5.7.3 Thus, lfind that by not declaring Gold Bullion and Ltquors, Huzefa contravened
the provision of Section 77 ol the Customs Act,1962 as alleged in the show cause
notice.

5.8

I find that Huzefa was a resident of lndia and as per Baggage Rules,1998
applicable at the relevant time he was eligible to get clearance of articles of Rs 50,0001
for free of duty articles in his bona fide baggage to the extent mentioned in column (2)
of Appendix A. However, Gold Bullion and alcoholic liquors were not covered in the
duty free articles listed the Baggage Rules,l 998, as amended.

The

Baggage rules

have been notified under Section 79(2) of the Customs Act,1962, which is reproduced
under-
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SECTO,V 79. Bona fide baggage exempted from duty.

I7

-

(1) The proper officer may, subject to any rules made under sub-section (2), pass

free
(a)

of

duty

any afticle in the baggage of

a

passenger or a member of the crew in

respect of which the said officer is satlsfied that

it has been in his use for such

minimum period as may be specified in the ntles
(b) any arTicle in the baggage of a passenger in respect of which the said officer
ls safrsfled that it is for the use of the passenger or his family or is a bona fide gift
or souvenir; provided that the value of each such afticle and the total value af all

such afticles does not exceed such limits as may be specified in the rules.

(2)

the Central Government may make rules for the purpose of carryng out the

provisions

(a)

such rules may specify

-

the minimum period for which any afticle has been used by a passenger or a

member

(b)

of this section and, in pafticular,

of the crew for the

purpose

of clause (a) of

sub-section (1):

the maximum value of any individual article and the maximum total value of

all the articles which may be passed free of duty under clause (b) of sub-section
(1);

(c)

the conditions fto be fulfilled before or after clearance) subject to which any

baggage may
(3)

be

passed free

of

duty.

Different rules may be made under sub-section (2) for different c/asses o/

persons.

Thus, in my view, as revealed from the facts of this case, Gold Bullion and Alcoholic
liquors can not be termed as bonafide baggage

of

Huzefa

.

5.8.1 I further find that the gold bullion and alcoholic liquors smuggled by

Huzefa

needs to be examined in the light of Para 2.20 of Foreign Trade Policy for 2009-14 and
Para 2.26 of Foreign Trade Policy lor 2015-20, both of which are identically worded to
be read as;
Passenger Baggage
(a) Bona-fide household goods and personal effects may be imporled as part of
passenger baggage as per limits, terms and conditions thereof tn Baggage Rules
notified by Ministry of Finance.

(b) Samples of such items that are otherwise freely impoftable under FTP may
also be impofted as part ofpassenger baggage without an Authorisation.

(c) Expofters coming from abroad are also allowed to impoft drawings patterns
labels, price tags, buftons, belts, trimming and embellishments required for
expoft, as paft of their passenger baggage without an Authorisation.

5.8.2 The Foreign Trade Policy (2009-14 and 2015-20) allows import of only Bona-fide
household goods and personal effects as part of passenger baggage. On conjoint
reading

of

Section 79 of Customs Act,1962, Baggage Rules,1998 (as amended) . Para

2.20 of Foreign Trade Policy 2009-14 , Para 2.26 of Foreign Trade Policy 2015-20 and
40
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the Customs Baggage Declaration Regulations,2013, the gold bullion and alcoholic
liquor bottles can not be treated as bonafide baggage. Huzefa , thus, has violated the
provisions contained in Customs Act,1962 and rules framed thereunder as well as the
Foreign Trade Policy.

5.8.3 The gold bullion is a restricted item for import and can be imported into lndia by
nominated agencies only and as per the guidelines issued by

the

RBI and strictly as

per the Foreign Trade Policy. Section 2(33 ) of the Customs Act, 1962 defrnes
prohibited goods", which reads as under

(33)

'

;

"prohibited goods" means any goods the import or expoft of which is

subject to any prohibition under this Act or any other law for the time being in

force but does not include any such goods in respect of which the conditions
subject to which the goods are permitted to be impofted or exported have been
complied with;

5.8.4 The import of gold in lndia was and is subject to compliance of certain conditions
and has been allowed only by nominated agencies. ln the present case, Gold was
imported by Huzefa as passenger and as crew member of Qatar

Aimays hence

the

gold so smuggled by him has to be treated as prohibited goods and hence liable to
confiscation under Section

5.9

I

11

1(d) of the Customs Act,1962

find that as per Section 12 of the Gujarat Prohibition Act,1 949 as amended , it is

prohibited to manufacture, import, export, sale, buy, use ,transport of alcoholic liquor

rn

the State of Gujarat. As per Bombay Prohibition Act, 1949 , import of alcoholic liquor by
any person was prohibited except persons holding permit. ln absence of any evidence
that Huzefa had permit to carry such alcoholic liquors , I have no option but to hold that
these are liable to confiscation under Section 1 1 1 (d) of the Customs Act,1962

5.10

I hold that 156 gold bars and 120 bottles of alcoholic liquor smuggled by Huzefa

without declaring the same

to lndian Customs are liable to confiscation under

the

Customs Act, 1962 as these goods are to be treated as smuggled goods in terms of
Section 2(39) of the Customs Act,1962 as they were liable to confiscation under Section
11

1(d), Section 111(l) and Section 111(m) of the Customs Act,1962.

5.11

I find that once goods are confiscated under Section

11

1 of the Customs Act,

1962, their physical availability does not have significance on imposition of redemption

fine under Section '125 of the Act as has been held by the Hon'ble Madras High Court in

the case of M/s Visteon Automotive Systems lndia Limited reported as 2018
G.S.T.L. 142 (Mad.) wherein the Hon'ble High Court of Madras has held that
" 23. The penalty directed against the impofter utder Section 112 at)d llte

fine payable under Section 125 operate in two different fields. The fine under
,+l

(9)
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Section 125 is in lieu of confiscation of the goods. The payment of fine followed

up by payment of duty and other charges leviable, as per sub-section (2) of
Section 125, fetches relief for the goods from getting confiscated. By subjecting

the goods to payment of duty and other charges, the improper and irregular
impoftation ls soughf to be regularised, whereas, by subjecting the goods Lo
payment of fine under sub-secflo, (1) of Section 125, the goods are saved from

getting confiscated. Hence, the availabilitv of the ooods is not necessary for
imposinq the redemption fine The opening words of Section 125. 'Whenever
confiscation of any goods is authorised by this Act ....", brings out the point

clearly. The power to impose redemption fine springs from the authorisation of
confiscation of goods provided for under Section 111 of the Act. When ance

power of authorisation for confiscation of goods gets traced ta the said Section
1 1 1 of the Act, we are of the opinion that the ph Vsical availabilitv of qoods is nat
so much relevant. The LederyBllgA|lp iS jn facl to avoid such colrseque/)ces
flourtosJrp!! Sealjon lll o!1lv-tlence,lle Bayryiellt ef redemption fine saves the
goods from qettinq confiscated. Hence, their phvsical availabilitv does not have
anv siqnificance for imposition of redemption fine under Sc^ction 125 af the Act.
(Emphasis su pplled

5.11.1

)

Accordingly, I am of the considered view that Redemption Fine on Gold

bars and alcoholic liquors is imposable, even if they are physically not available now

5.11.2

that facts and circumstances of the case establish that it would be
proper if Redemption Fine at the rate of 10o/o of value of the offending goods is
I find

imposed. The Hon'ble CESTAT in the case of M/s Sai lnternational & others vrde Final

order no.20647-2066312017 in Appeal no. C1526-54112007 & C/656/2008 has held as

under:-

7.

Aftq considering the submissrbns of both the parttes and thc pentsal af
the various decisrbns. I am af the considered view that lre rssUe af iracstlic. .j
redemption fine and pe!1altv bcs beeJl le'UlelL onll llaw vallpas EL:ryllas
Tribunal have consistentlv held that the redemBtLo n fine

ol

lt !l\l

10% ol the value ct

the gooels and penaltv of 5% of the value of the goods rs sufficleDt puntshr,ent

t.

the impofter. Therefore , following the ratios of various dec;sions cited supra

I

hold that the imposition of redemption fine to the extenl of 10% of the valLtc or tl)c

goods and penalty of 5% of the value of the goods is sufficient and I accar(ittgl,/
reduce the redemption fine and penalty to 1?yo and Sok Accorrlingly the appeals

are disposed of in above terms.
(Emphasis supplied)

5.12 I further find that 156 gold

bars and 120 alcoholic liquor bottles smuggled by

Huzefa without paying Customs duty is required to be recovered from Huzefa. Customs
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duty on 156 gold bars weighing 18145.92 grams having Tariff Value of Rs.
4,48,768,1401- comes to Rs. 1,76,62,2891. I also find that duty is required to be
recovered from Huzefa on 120 alcoholic liquor bottles having value of Rs. 1,51,0081
on which leviable Customs duty is Rs. 2,41 ,6131-, which was also not paid by Huzefa

6.

lfind that Huzefa or Shabbir have not contested SCN on merits and have only

submitted letters

to seek ad.iournment when personal hearings have been fixed.

However, they contended that the demand is hit by limitation of time. I find no force in

thus contention as this SCN has been issued on 11.3.2019 whereas gold bars and
alcoholic liquor have been smuggled during 2014-15 and the SCN has been issued

within

5

years. Their another contention is that one SCN has been issued on

18.10.2016andhencethisSCNdated11.3.2019isbadinlawandnotvalid Thefactis
that first SCN dated 18.10.2016 was for 10 bars wherein Gold bars serzed on 2 11 2015
whereas the present show cause notice has been issued for those gold bars which have

not been seized. These details could be extracted from the mobile phones/memory
cards/ SIM Cards which were recovered from Huzefa and Nirav Patel and withdrawn for

further investigation.

Thus, it is not correct ,legal and proper

on

part

of

the two

noticees to contend that the present show cause notice is illegal ln case where duty is
not paid or short paid on account of suppression of facts with intent to evade payment of
duty, the time limit to issue show cause notice is 5 years from the relevant date as per
provision of Section 2B(4) of the Customs Act,1962. ln the present case. relevant date is

13.4.2014 when Huzefa smuggled 3 gold bars weighing 583 20 grams having Tarifl
Value of Rs. 14,84,2121- and evaded duty payment of

Rs 6.04,577l- and the

present

show cause notice was issued on 10.3.2019. The show cause notice was, thus issued

within prescribed time -limit and hence demand is not hit by limitation of time

as

contended by Huzefa and Shabbir Ranijiwala.

6.1

| find that proposal has been made for imposition of penalty on

Huzefa

under Section 112(a) and Section 1144 o'f the Customs Act,'1 962, which are as
under :-

SECTION

1

12.

Penalty for improper impona on

af goods. etc

person,-

(a)

-

Any

who, in relation to any goods, does or omits to do any act which act or

omlsslon would render such goods liable to confiscation under section

111

,

or

abets the doing or omission of such an act, or

(b)

who acgulies possession of or is in any way concerned in carrying removing,

depositing, harbouring, keeping, concealing, selling or purchasing, or in any other
manner dealing with any goods which he knows or has reason to believe are liable
to confiscation under section 111 , shall be liable, -

+l
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(i)

in the case of goods in respect of which any prohibition is in force
under this Act or any other law for the time being in force, to

a

penalty [not exceeding the value of the goods or five thousand
rupeesl, whichever is the greater;
(ii)

in the case of dutiable aoods , other than prohibited goods. subiecl
to the orovisio ns of section 1 144 to a penaltv tiot exceedinq ten per

cent. of the du tv sot)o htt ohc

vaded or five thousand

rLt D ees

whichever is hiqher

Provided that where such duty as determtned under subsection (8) of section 28 and the interest payable thereon under

section 28AA

is paid

within thirty days from the date of

communication of the order of the proper officer determining such
duty, the amount of penalty liable to be paid by such person under

this section shall be twenty-five per cent. of the penalty

so

determined;
(iit)

in the case of goods in respect af which the value stated in the entry

made under this Act or in the case of baggage, in the declaration

made under section 77 (in either case hereafter

in this section

referred to as the declared value) is higher than the value thereof. to
a penalty [not exceeding the difference between the declared value

and the value thereof or five thousand rupeesl. whichever is the
greater;
(iv)

in the case of goods falling both under clauses (i) and (iii) to a
penalty [not exceeding the value of the goods or the difference
between the declared value and the value thereof or five thousand
rupeesl, whichever is the highest;

(v)

in the case of goods falling both under clauses (ii) and (iii). to

a

penalty [not exceeding the duty sought to be evaded on such goods
or the difference between the declared value and the value thereof
or five thousand rupeesl, whichever is the highest.l

SECTION 1144- Penalty for short-levy or non-levy of duty

it.t

ce,'lan cases

-

Where the dutv has not been levied or has been shorT-lewed or the interest has not

or has been paft paid or the duty or interest has been
erroneously refunded bv reason of collusion or anv wilful mis-statement or

been charged or paid

suppresslon of facts, the person who is ljable to pav the dutv or tnlerest. as the
case may be, as determined under [sub-section (8)

of section 28] sha also be

liable to oav a Denaltv eoual to the dutv or interest so determined

Provided that where such duty

or

interest, as the case may be, as

determined under [sub-section (8) of section 28], and the interest payable thereon
under section [28AA], is paid wilhin thirty days from the date of the communication

of the order of the proper officer determining such duty, the amount of penally
liable to be paid by such person under this section shall be twenty-five per cent of
the duty or interesl as lhe case may be, so determined
44
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Provided fufther that the benefit of reduced penalty under the first provrso
shall be available subject to the condition that the amount of penalty so determined

has a/so been paid within the period of thitty days referred to in that proviso

P

n

ha

n

n lev

n

er hrs

EC

.

tot) no

penaltv shall be levied under section 112 or sectiotl 114

(Emphasis supplied)

6.1.1 Section 114A of the Customs Act, 1962 prescribes imposition of penalty equal to
duty,

if

short-levy or non-levy of duty is by reason of collusion or wilful mis-statement or

the suppression of facts. lt is a fact that Huzefa knowingly contravened the provisions of

Section

77 and Section 79 and rules framed thereunder and thereby,

intentionally

evaded customs duty by reason of suppression of facts.Therefore, Huzefa is liable to
penalty equal to duty not levied under Section

1

144 of the Customs Act, 1 962

6.1.2 As per proviso to Section 114A of the Customs Act, 1962 r.e where any penalty
has been levied under this section, no penalty shall be levied under Section 1 '12 or
Section 1 14 of the Customs Act, 1962. ln the light of the said proviso, since penalty is
being imposed by me under Section 1144, I refrain myself from imposing penalty under
Section

6.2

1

12(a) of the Customs Act, 1962.

I further

find that vide letter dated 11.2.2020, Advocate representing Huzefa and

that they needed to cross examine Shri. H J Trivedi,
Scientific Officer, Directorate of Forensic Science and Mr. R S Chaudhary,
Superintendent , Customs without assigning specific reason for seeking such cross
Shabbir Ranijiwala informed

examination and hence, request is not tenable and can't be accepted.

6.3 lfind that Nirav Patel has submitted written submission which were made in
respect of earlier show cause notice issued dated 18.10.2016 issued to

him in respect

of seizure case booked on 2.11.2015 . The present show cause notice covers period
prior to 2.11.2015 during which smuggling activities for goods viz. Gold and alcoholic
liquor were noticed to be carried out by Huzefa wherein Nirav too had played role. The

whatapp chats exchanqed between Huzefa and his father Shabbir Raiiniwal and
between Huzefa and Nirav speak volumes about the role plaved by Nirav Patel. On

lhal 'l brou qht 9' , in response his father
sent messaqe thal " Nirav has asked for 12 bottles" . In the whatsapp messaqes
21 .1

.2015 Huzefa sent messaqe to his father

exchanqed on June,2015, Huzefa messaqed to his father that " Nirav has asked for 2
TVs and 15 bottles of daru for mv next

trip". Thus, I find that

Naarv Patel is referred as

a qo{o man bV both father and son for the smuqqlino activities. ln his

statement

recorded on 2.11.2015.Nirav Patel also confessed that he had o ot almost 60 b ottles for
-l:5
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him and 60 bottles for his friend throuqh Huzefa Mamuwala. Hence , in the interest of
justice penalty is imposable on Nirav Patel under Section 1'12 of Customs Act,1962
(Emphasis Supplied)

6.3.1 Nirav Patel has cited Hon'ble CESTAT in the case of lrfan Abdul Haq (supra) in
support of his defence argument that confiscation is not warranted on freely importable

goods. lfind that the decision cited is not applicable in the facts and circumstances of
the case before. ln the case before me, it has been established that Nirav Patel played

a pivotal role in helping Huzefa to smuggle goods and Huzefa used to give smuggled
Alcoholic Liquor bottles to Nirav Patel . As per the provisions of the extant Baggage
Rules,1998 , an eligible passenger was allowed import of 2 ltrs of alcoholic liquor duty
free. Any quantity over and above 2 Liters is liable to confiscation if duty is not paid on
such excess quantity of liquor. ln the present case, Nirav Patel has not come forward

with any evidence that the alcoholic liquor was within permissible limit of 2 Liters or
applicable duty was paid on the same. lt does not need reiteration

that alcoholic [quor

being a prohibited item in Gujarat as per Gujarat Prohibition Act,1949 otherwise also
was a prohibited item unless

its

posses by a permit holder. Nirav Patel has not come

forward with any evidence that he used to carry permit for possessing such alcoholic
liquor. Thus, the alcoholic liquor becomes prohibited item and liable

under Section

11

to

confiscation

1(d) the Customs Act,1962. Further, it has also been established that

Huzefa had smuggled the alcoholic liquor in violation of section 77 oI ihe Customs
Act,1

962 making

it

liable to confiscation under Section

111

(l) and

111

(m) of the

Customs Act,1962. The said case law deals with a situation wherein goods were held
liable to confiscation under Section

11

1 (d) of the Customs Act 1962 despite the goods

being freely importable. ln the present case, alcoholic

liquor are held liable to

confiscation under Section 111(d), 111(l) and '1 11(m) of the Customs Act,1962

6.3.2 Nirav Patel has cited decisions in support of his argument that penalty is

not

imposable on him as held in the case of Hindustan Steel Ltd. reported as 1978 (2) ELT
(J 159). This case law is not applicable as in this case the Hon'ble Apex Court has held

that no penalty should be imposed for technical breach of legal provisions or where the
breach flows from the bona-fide belief that the offender is not liable to act in the manner

prescribed by the statute. ln the present case, it can not be said that penalty has been
proposed for technical breach or Nirav Patel had acted in bonafide belief. The present

case before me is of smuggling of goods wherein Huzefa is held to be the person who
used to smuggle gold and alcoholic liquor etc. with the help of his father. Persons like
Nirav Patel have been receiving smuggle alcoholic liquor form Huzefa. Thus, thrs is not

a case of technical breach or bonafide belief of Nirav Patel . It is a case of outright
smuggling, hence, case

law cited rs not applicable in the facts and crrcumstances

this case.
+6
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6.3.3 Nirav Patel has also cited judgment of the Hon'ble Apex Court in the case of M/s
Badruddin Jiwani reported as 1990 (47) ELT 161 wherein it was held that buden was no

the department to prove that the importer had acted dishonestly. Ifind

that

ratio of the

decision can not be applied in the present case as investigation has brought out the fact

that Nirav Patel used to receive smuggled alcoholic liquor from Huzefa and Nirav

Patel

was in touch with Huzefa and his father. lnvestigation has also brought out the fact that
Nirav Patel handling ground operations for Qatar Airways at SVPI Airport used to help

Huzefa in immigration and customs clearances after Huzefa landed in Ahmedabad
carrying contraband items. All these activities were being done with intent to evade
payment of Customs duty which too have been brought after investigation . Thrs amply
establishes that Nirav Patel had acted dishonestly and the department has discharged
burden of proof

6.3.4 Nirav Patel has also cited decision of the Hon'ble CESAT in the case of Adarsh
Kumar reported as 2000(122) ELT 830 (T) in support of contention that penalty under
Section 112 was not imposable on him. The case law cited in not applicable as in the
case before Hon'ble CESTAT , penalty was imposed under Section 112 on the godown
owner who had given godown on rent and contraband goods were found from godown.

ln that context , it was held that godown owner did not have knowledge or reasonable
belief that the goods were liable to confiscation. ln the present case, Nirav Patel was
operating as ground handing staff at SVPI Airport. He was in tough with Huzefa and his

father since long and dealing with alcoholic liquor bottles smuggled in by

Huzefa

he

can not claim that he did not know that alcoholic liquor was liable to confiscation
especially when Gujarat is a state where alcoholic liquor is a prohibited item Nirav
Patel can not thus claim ignorance.

6.3.5

I find that Nirav Patel has also cited decision of the Hon'ble CESAT in the case

of Liladhar Pasoo Forwarders Pvt. Ltd. reported as 2000(122) ELI 737 (T) to contend

that penalty under Section 112 was not imposable on him. ln Liladhar Pasoo case

when buyer. on
bonafide buyer by the

(supra), Hon'ble CESTAT had held the CHA cannot be penalized

instruction

of whom CHA was acting, was held to be

adjudicating authority . In the case before me, Nirav Patel acting in tandem with Huzefa

who used to smuggle goods and for which penalty on both of them was penalty by the
adjudicating authority while deciding earlier show cause notice. Thus, the case cited is
not comparable with the case before me and hence ratio of the same can not be applied
in the case before me.

6.4

Karan Katyal in his reply dated 31 8.2019 has submitted that he has been framed

by Nirav Patel and Huzefa even though he never asked them for alcoholic liquor. I find
11
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that investigation has brought out that he was in touch through whatsapp with Huzefa
and Nirav Patel both and conversation in respect of alcoholic liquor was exchanged.
Nirav Patel has specifically stated that he used to receive alcoholic liquor from Huzefa

and had given to Karan Katyal. lfind that during the course of investigation when he
was confronted with the whatsapp messages exchanged between him and Nirav Patel
as well as between him and Huzefa wherein reference of alcoholic liquor to be brought
illegally by Huzefa was made, then response of Karan was evasive and he did not gtve
any plausible explanation that such exchange was not about smuggled alcoholic lrquor

6.5

find that Huzefa confessed to have handed over l4liquor bottles to Nirav who
too was apprehended from outside the SVPI Airport and 14 liquor bottles smuggled by
I

Huzefa were also recovered. The whatsapp chats between him and his father Shabbir

Ranijiwala as well as between him and Nirav Patel and with Vishal

Ken

divulged

took undue benefit
of being a crew member with Qatar Airuays and he mis-used his contacts at SVPI
airport by indulging into smuggling activities. His whatsapp chats establish that he
regularly smuggled gold and alcoholic liquor. By doing so he violated provisions of

details about the smuggling activities carried out by Huzefa Huzefa

Customs Act,1 962. Huzefa indulged into smuggling activity which made 1 56 gold bars

and 120 alcoholic liquor liable to confiscation and he did despite knowing the fact what
he was doing was not legal and proper. The acts of omission and commission on pan of

Huzefa make him liable to penalty under Section 1 12 (a) and I 12 (b) (i) of the Customs

Act,1962. I further find that as per Baggage Rules,199B read with Customs Baggage
Declaration Regulations 2013

,

HuzeIa was required to declare dutiable/prohibited

goods carried by him but he failed to do so. There is no record or evidence produced by

. Had he made declaration , the case
could not have booked against him in the first place, lhave, therefore, all reasons to
Huzefa that he had made correct declaration

believe that he made wrong declaration and suppressed the facts with jntent to evade

payment of Customs Duty. By doing so, he has also made himself liable to penalty
under Section 114,A of the Customs Act,1962.

6.6

lfind that Shabbir Ranijiwala , father of Huzefa was actively involved in dealing
with smuggled gold and managed finances of gold smuggling as is evident from
whatsapp chats; that he played a very pivotal role in making arrangements to sell gold

bars smuggled by Huzefa. Hence,

lhold

Shabbir Ranijiwala liable to penalty under

Section 112 (b) (i) of the CustomsAct,1962.

6.7

lfind that Nirav Patel has played a major role who mis-used his position as an
employee operating for ground handling activities at SVPI Airport I find that by dotng so
he carried, dealt with, harboured, kept, concealed contraband goods like alcoholic
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liquor, hence he is also liable to penalty under Section 1 '12 (a) and 1 12(b) (i) of the
Customs Act,1 962.

6.8

lfind that Karan Katyal has also mis-used his position as an employee operating

for ground handling activities at SVPI Airport, Ahmedabad and he carried, dealt with,
harboured, kept, concealed contraband goods like alcoholic liquor smuggled in by
Huzefa,hence, Karan Katyal is also liable to penalty under Section 112 (a) and 112 (b)
(i) of the Customs Act,1962.

7

ln view of the facts and circumstances of this case, l, pass the following orders

-: ORDER:-

(i) I hold that 156 gold bars totally weighing 18145.92 grams smuggled into lndia by
Huzefa having a total value of Rs. 4,48,78,1401- (l arill Value)

are

confiscation under the provisions of Section 111(d), Section 111 (l)

liable to

and

111im)

of the Customs Act, 1962 and hence, I order confiscation of the said gold bars.

I

impose Redemption Fine of Rs. 45,00,0001 (Rupees Forty Five Lakhs only) in
lieu of confiscation under Section 125 (1)of the Customs Act,1962

(ii) I confirm demand of CuQtoms

Duty

of

Rs.1,76,62,2891 (Rupees One Crore

Seventy Six Lakh Sixty Two Thousand Two Hundred Eighty Nine only) on the
smuggled gold and order to recover the same from Huzefa Khuzem lVlamuwala
under Section 28(4) of the Customs Act, 1962.

(iii) I

hold that '120 bottles of alcoholic liquor smuggled having a total value of Rs.

1,51,008/1

are

liable to confiscation under Section

11

1(d), Section

11

1 (l) and

11(m) of the Customs Act, 1962 and hence, I order confiscatjon of the said

goods. I impose Redemption Fine of Rs. 15,000/- (Rupees Fifteen Thousand
Rupees only) in lieu of confiscation under Section 125 (1) of the Customs
Act,1 962.

(iv)

I confirm demand of Customs Duty of Rs.2,41,6'131 (Rupees Two Lakhs Forty
One Thousand Six Hundred and Thirteen only) on the smuggled alcoholic liquor

and order to recover the same from Huzefa Khuzem [Vlamuwala under Sectron
28(4) ofthe Customs Act, 1962.

(v)

lorder Huzefa Khuzem Mamuwala to pay interest on duty confirmed at Sr. No.
(ii) & (iv) above, under Section 28AA of the Customs Act,1 962;

(vi)

I impose penalty

of

Rs.'1

,76,62,2891 (Rupees One Crore Seventy Six Lakh Srxty

Two Thousand Two Hundred Eighty Nine only) +

Rs

2.41 ,6131- (Rupees Two

Lakhs Forty One Thousand Six Hundred and Thirteen only) i.e total Rs.
1,79,03,9021- (Rupees One Crore Seventy Nine Lakhs Three Thousand Ntne
Hundred and Two only) on Huzefa Khuzem lt/dmuwala under Section 114A of

the Customs Act,1962. However, if above duty and interest are paid within 30
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days from the date of receipt of this order alongwith reduced penalty, then the
penalty would be reduced lo 25ok of above penalty imposed, as per proviso to
Section 1 14A of the Customs Act, 1962;
(vii)

Since penalty under Section 114A has been imposed, I do not impose penalty
under section 112(a) of the Customs Act, 1962 as per proviso to Section 114A of
Customs Act, 1962.

(viii)

I

impose penalty

of

Rs.10,00,0001 (Rupees Ten Lakhs only)

Ranijiwala under Section 1 12 (b)
(ix)

I impose penalty

of

Section 112 (a) &
(x)

1

(ii)

on

Shabbir

of the Customs Act,1 962.

Rs.5,00,0001 (Rupees Five Lakhs only) on Nirav Patel under
1

2 (b) (ii) of the Customs Act, 1 962.

I impose penalty of

Rs.1

,00,0001 (Rupees One Lakh only) on Karan Katyal

underSection 112(a)& 112(b) (ii) of theCustomsAct,l962

6\L

(Kuma r
ntosh)
Principal Commissioner

Date 24 0224121
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By Speed Post AD
To
1.

Shri Huzefa Khuzem Mamuwala,
403, lr/aria Mansion,4th Floor, Begampura,
Surat, Gujarat

2

Shri Shabbir Ranijiwala,
403, Maria Mansion, 4tn Floor, Begampura,
Surat, Gujarat

J,

Shri Nirav Patel,
D/'1 00, Annay Bunglows.
Nr. Anandwadi Society,
lshanpur,Ahmedabad

4

qf

Shri Karan Katyal,
H-710:1 , Paradise C.H.S Ltd
Sector-7, Sanpada
Navi Mumbai 400705
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Copy for information and necessary action to 1

2
3

4

The Chief Commissioner of Customs, Gujarat Customs Zone, Ahmedabad
The Deputy Commissioner of Customs, Air lntelligence Unit, SVPI Airport.
Ahmedabad
The Superintendent, System, Customs, HQ (in PDF format) for uploading the
order on the website of Ahmedabad Customs Commissionerate
Guard File
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